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As to Timber Required, Milled and
Exported.

Mr. LESLIE asked the Minister for
Forests:

1, What was the quantity of hardwood
timber, of all elasses, milled in Western
Australia for the 12 months ended the 30th
June, in the years 1939, 1940, 1945 and
19469

2, WAhat quantity of this timber has been
available for local use, and what quantity
has actually been used locally in the re-
spective periods abovementioned?

3, What queantity of this timber was ex-
ported to other States in Commonwealth
or oversee, for the periods above-
mentioned 9

4, What quantity of timber, additional
to the present output, will require to be
milled to meet the demands of a programme
for the erection of 3,500 houses annually?

The MINISTER replied:
1, The production of sawn timber for

the 12 months ended the 30th June-

1939
1940
1045
1946

Cubic Feet.
10,770,232
10,184,153
8,722,815
8,869,847

use-

103D
1040
1945
1946 -

The quantity
as some timber
stocks.

Cubic Feet.
5,800,347
5,755,518
5,890,585
5,503,880

actually used is not known,
may have been drawn from

3, The quantity of timber Exported-

Cubic Feet.
1939 .. . . 4,879,885

1940 .. . . 4,428,635

1945 .. . . 2,832,230

1946 .. . . 3,305,967

4, It is estimated that approximately
2,200,000 cubic feet of sawn timber would
be required to meet a housing programme
of 3,500 houses annually.

ELECTRICITY SUPPLY.

As to Generating Capacity and Proposed
Extensions.

Mr. OWEN asked the Minister for
Works:

1, Is it a fact that all generating units
at the East Perth power house have been
used to capacity during the past few
months?

2, If so, will the completion of the
proved extensions in the Roleystone
Bedfordale districts have to wait until
South Fremantle power house is
operation?

ap-
and
the
in

3, If the answer to question No. 2 is in
the negative, is there any possibility of
the suggested extensions in the Westfield
and Wattle Grove districts (for which guar-
antees have been accepted) being put in
hand before the South Fremantle power
house is actually gVneiring elctricity?

The MINISTER replied:

1, Yes.

2 and 8, The Commission is now giving
consideration to the extent to which exten-
sions in the Roleystone and Bedfordale dis-
tricts can be carried out.
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RURAL AND INDUSTRIES BANK

As to Staff Work-jag-Week and Salaries.

Mr. GRAHAM asked the Minister for
Lands:

1, As the staff of the Rural and Industries
Bank is subject to the Public Service Act,
will be state the reasons why a five-day
week has not been granted these officers as
has been done with other Government em-
ployees, even where the services of some
officers are required on Saturday mornings
for the convenience of the public?

2, Is it a fact that officers of the bank
-received no salary adjustments in contra-
distinction to officers of the Public Service,
who some months ago were granted in-
creases under the recent reelassification?

3, If so, why?

4, Is it intended that adjustments 'will
be made, and wheaT

5, From what date will these adjustments
operate?

The MINISTER replied:

1, The hours of business of the Rural
Bank are as prescribed in the Regulations
for the Bank, and are: Week days-O a.m.
to 2 p.m. (now 3 p.m.) ; Saturdays--9.30
a.m. to 11.30 am. These are the usual bank-
ing hours of all Commonwealth and trad-
ing banks throughout Australia. It would
not be posisible to allow some officers to be
dispensed with during Saturday morning-.

2, Officers of the Bank have not yet re-
ceived salary adjustments under reclassifi-
cation, but reclassification is nearing com-
pletion by the Public Service Commissioner
and Waary adjuatmeuts will be retrospective
to the 1st January, 1946, on similar lines to
those applying to the Public Service.

3, Answered by No. 2.

4, Answered by No. 2.

.5, Answered by No. 2.

BILL-FACTORIES AND SHOPS
ACT AMENDMENT (No. 2).

Introduced by the Minister for Labour
and read a first time.

B1ILTRAFFIC ACT AMENDMENT.

Report of Committee adopted.

BILL-FISHERIBS ACT AMENlDMENT.

Second Reading.

THE MINISTER FOR THE NORTH-
WEST (Ron. A. A. M. Coverley-Kimber-
Icy) [4.38] in moving the second reading
said: This is not a very controversial Bill.
It proposes to amend the Fisheries Act,
1905-1943. The amendments provide, first
of all, for the establishment of an advisory
committee, secondly for the control of fish-
ing areas, thirdly power to enable fisheries
inspectors to seize illegal nets unattended
in open waters and, fourthly, the control
of the sale of nets and mending-cotton
used for netting purposes for a further 12
months, in lieu of the National Security
Regulations. Pifthly, there is provided pro-
tection for inspectors in the discharge of cer-
tain duties. It was in 1940 that a Bill to con-
solidate the Fisheries Act was passed by
this House, and during the past five years
certain amendments necessary, to bring the
Act into conformity with the desire of the
Fisheries Departmnt have been discovered.
For that purpose the Bill is now produced
for the consideration of the House.

The object of the first clause I shall refer
to is to provide for the appointment of
an advisory conunittee. During the wai,
the Commonwealth Government found it;
necessary to take steps to control the pro-
duction and distribution of fish as an essen-
tial food, and appointed advisory committees
in each State. The benefit derived from the
work of those conunittees is acknowledged
by the Fisheries Department bud has led
the Government to ask the House to agree
to the appointment of a State advisory
committee. The object 'will be to advise the
Minister and the Fisheries Department upon
matters of policy and generally with regard
to fishing matters in Western Australia.
It will be the duty of the committee to
inquire into and report to the Minister upon
any problem referred to it by the Minister
or the Chief Inspector of Fisheries, re-
specting methods by which the fishing in-
dustry of the State may be further de-
veloped.

The comiunttce will be uinder the chair-
manship of the Chief Inspector of Fish-
eries. Three other mnembers will be ap-
pointed to the committee, one of whom. will
he a representative of the fishermen en-
gaged in obtaining crayfish. That branch
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of the industry has gone ahead to a con-
siderable degree in the Geraldton district
and for that reason the Government pro-
poses to give those interested in crayfish-
ing representation on the committee. An-
other member will represent the fishermen
engaged commercially in fishing opera-
tions in estuaries and rivers, where we
very often have to close areas and impose
restrictions. It is felt that the knowledge
and experience of commercial fishermen
wvill be of undoubted benefit to the commit-
tee. The third member will represent the
fishermen eng-aged iii deep-sea operations.
Thus each section of the fishing industry
will have representation on the advisory
committee. By this means it is felt that,
with greater understanding and better
knowledge, improved relations between de-
partmental officers and fishermen generally
will be achieved. After our experience with
the Commonwealth advisory committee, it
is anticipated that similar beneficial results
will accrue from the operations of the State
committee.

It is intended to repeal Section 17 of the
parent Act, replacing it with aL provision
taken from the Pearling Act. The object
of that move is to control the operations
of fishermen in certain areas, the main
reason for this being that quite recently
a new fishing ground was located by local
residents in the Hopetoun district. A most
peculiar aspect of the position there is that
there is a small channel through which
large quantities of salmon pass each day
and, after the first cast of the net, the fish
completely disappear. Such a state of af-
fairs is unknown in any other part of the
world. In the circumstances, it is neces-
sary to control the number of fishermnio
who operate in that -area, otherwise the
locl industry will be ruined. If too many
fishermen net there, the salmon will not visit
the channel at all. To safeguard the posi-
tion is important not only to the Hope-
toun people but to Western Australia gener-
ally. Members will appreciate that the whole
of the salmon to be caught are those ob-
tained at the one cast of the net.

A small syndicate promoted locally has
established a canning factory, and those as-
sociated with the work have been making a
good living out of supplying their Product
to the metropolitan area. It was not long-
before information about the new fishing

ground spread among those interested, and
quite a number of fishermen went to Hope-
toun to participate in the industry. Under
the present Act, a license to net gives the
right to a fisberman to operate anywhere
iii Western Australia. As I mentioned pre-
viously, the necessity has arisen to control
the number of fishermen operating at Hope-
toun, and unless the necessary steps are
taken to protect the industry the salmon-
fishing operations will be ruined. That
would mean that the canning industry at
Hopetoun must come to an end. If we
can provide the necessary protection with-
out unduly interfering with other people,
we should endeavour to assist those who
have had sufficient initiative to devote their
money and energies to the establishment of
this new industry.

The Bill contains another clause that will
empower fisheries inspectors to seize unat-
tended illegal nets placed in open waters.
Under the principal Act, inspectors culn
commandeer any unattended illegal net in
closed waters and, when the Act was amend-
ed in 1940, the fact that they should have
power to seize unattended illegal nets in
open waters was overlooked, a ad that dle-
fect is remedied in the Bill. Another clause
has heea inserted for the purpose of ex-
tending for another 12 months the power
vested in the Fisheries Department to con-
trol the sale of nets and cotton goods re-
quired for the purpose of making and re-
pairing nets. Under the Commonweath
National Security Regulations, power to
control all nets and fishing gear was vested
in the various advisory committees in the
several States.

Owing to the world shortage of cotton
goods and the necessity to protect the in-
terests of professional fishermen, they were
given a high priority in connection with
the purchase of materials required for the
repair of nets. To some degree this was
quite successful. In the interests of the
professional fishermen themselves arid for
the production of an essential food supply
for hospitals and other institutions, that
priority should have been provided under
the existing circumstances. The world sup-
ply of cotton is still very short; very little
is coming to Australia and so, in the in-
terests of the industry, the fishermen have
requested that, as the National Security Re-
gulations have already expired in some
States and are due to expire in this State
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shortly, the department should exercise con-
trol until ])ecember, 1947. They desire that
control be continued until conditions more
nearly approximate normal. They are not
asking for the control of lines or hooks for
which anglers might be competitors, but the
object is to keep professional fisherman sup-
plied with the requisite nets and the cotton
necessary for repairing nets.

The other proposal in the Hill is a provi-
sion similar to one in the New South Wales
Act, the object being to free from liability
an inspector wvho has with reasonable cause
made a seizure. At present, if an inspector
deprives a fishermian of the use of his net
b3 seizing it, the fisherman has the right to
take proceedings against the inspector per-
sonally. Since I have been administering
the department, there have been only twvo
comJplaints and requests for the return of
nets on the plea that they bad been wrong-
fully seized. In one case the net was re-
turned; in the other it was not. The posi-
tion of an inspector is an awkward one.
Fishermen are not all the same; there are
a few who deliberately break the law and
have "cockatoos" to give a screech when an
inspector appears. It is very difficult to
catch up with such offenders. Ani inspector,
perhaps on a dark and stormy night, has to
make a snap decision. He does not deliber-
ately set out to do anything simply to irri-
tate people, but he may have to make a snap
decision and, 24 hours later, alfter more
mature consideration, may feel that he ought
not to have seized the net. ~This sort of
thling does happen, though seldom.

Some matters arc left to the discretion of
the inspector and, when he has to make up
his mind on the spur of the moment, he
might seize a net in circumstances that would
give the fisherman the right to take legal
action against him. I agree with the view
of the department that some protection
should be afforded to inspectors. The Hill
proposes that the inspector must satisfy the
magistrate that he seized the net in all goo
faith. This will not permit of an inspector
running wild and acting indiscriminately; he
must he able to convince the magistrate that
he has acted in good faith. The Bill is es-
sentially one for consideration in Commit-
tee. If members desire any further infor-
mation, I shall be pleased to supply it so
long as it is within my power to do so. I

commend the measure to the House and
move-

That the Bill be nowv read a second time.

Onl motion by Mr. Stubbs, debate ad-
journed.

BILL--FRIENDLY SOCIETIES ACT
AMENMENT.

Second Reading.

THE MINISTER FOR JUSTICE (Hon.
E. Nulsen-Ranowna) [4.55] in moving the
second reading s~id: This Bill has been
passed by another place and transmitted
for our consideration. The measure proposes
to make two amendments to the Act, one to
Section 7, and the other to Section 12. The
first amendment proposes to increase the
maximum of funeral insurance benefit from
£300 to £500. This matter was investigated
by the late Mr. S. Bennett when he was
Registrar of Friendly Societies, and he inti-
mated that he had no objection to the in-
crease being made. The proposal has also
been scrutinised by the present Registrar
General and he has no fault to find with it.
It has also received the consideration of the
consulting Government Actuary, Mr. Ga'v-
ler, wvho is the Victorian Government Actu-
ary, and he has recommended that the
amendment be agreed to. The object of this
amendment is to attract new members to
friendly societies because, with the advance-
ment of the Commonwealth's social service
programme, the incentive to join the societies
wvas being lost. By permitting an increase
in the funeral insurance benefit from £300 to
£500, there will be an incentive for present
members to continue and for new members
to join friendly societies.

The second amendment has been included
following a dispute with a leading friendly
society regarding the procedure to be
applied in calculating the amount of
interest to be retained in the society's benefit
fund. The Act provides for the payment of
death and sickness benefits, which are fin-
anced from contributions by members and
interest accruing from the investment of
such moneys. For the purposes of the Act,
it is necessary that interest up to and includ-
ing 41/2 per cent, earned by any benefit fund
he retained in that fund. This interest, plus
the contributions of members, makes possible
the payment of the benefits. Any interest
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in excess of 41/ per cent. may be diverted to
other purposes such as management expenses,
etc.

The main reason for this provision is to
protect members and to ensure that suffi-
cient funds will be available to provide the
benefits laid down in the rules of the various
societies. For many years there had been
no difficulty in securing compliance with the
provisions of the section until a lending
society-at very financial society-objected to
the procedure for calculating the contribu-
tion to the fund. Recently, however, the
largest friendly society refused to comply
with the requirements of the regulation made
to implement the provisions of Section 12.
This regulation provides that the interest of
4 / per cent. shall be calculated on the total
amount in any fund at the beginning of the
year. This regulation, with the section, has
been interpreted by the Deputy Registrar
of Friendly Societies to mean that the Q/2
per cent, interest shall be calculated on the
balance of the fund at the beginning of the
year, such investments to include moneys in
the Savings Bank, funds derived thereby to
be applied to the benefit fund, any surplus
to he used for other purposes, including
management.

The society to which I referred -recently
stated that investment does not cover moneys
in the Savings Bank, with the result that
the benefit fund is deficient. In order to
overcome the difficulty, it has been decided
to insert the regulation in the Act. Such
insertion would mean that it would be man-
datory for the 4% per cent. interest to be
calculated on the opening balance of the
henefit fund, including bank deposits, at the
beginning of the year. The amendment will
be to the benefit of the members of friendly
societies, as it will increase the benefit from
£300 to £500. The Bill passed another place
without debate, and I commend it to the
House. I move -

That the Bill be now read a second time.
On motion by Mr. Leslie, debate adjourned.

BILL-TOTALISATOR DUTY ACT
AMENDMENT.

Second Reading.

Debate resumed from the 11th September.

HON. N. KEENAN (Nedhbnds) [5.2]:
This is a Bill to amend the existing law
governing the conditions for payment of

dividends to the holders of winning tickets,
either on the straight-out totalisator or place
totalisator, as conducted on the registered
racecourses of the Western Australian Turf
Club and the West Australian Trotting As-
sociation. The present law provides that no
such dividend can contain any part of a
shilling; in other words, that when the
amount divisible among all the winning
tickets has becn arrived at-and it is ar-
rived at by taking 131/2 per cent. oft the
amount that has passed through the tote-
it is then divided by the number of the wvin-
ning tickets, and if on such division any
fraction is left over it is not distributed
among the holders of winning tickets, but is
appropriated in part,.to the extent of 921/
per cent. to the club operating the totalisa-
tor and to the extent of 71/ per cent. to the
State Treasury.

This Bill proposes that that undivided divi-
dend or fraction should be changed from a
sum less than one shilling to a sum less than
six pence. Such a proposal will involve more
than a inere division by one-half of the
amount which will, uinder the new circum-
stances of this Bill, be appropriated to the
club operating the tote and to the Treasurer,
because it will eliminate all the sixpences,
seven-pences, cight-penees, nine-pences, ten-
peuces and eleven-peaces from the possible
sum of fractions and will include the one-
pennies, twopences, threepences, four-
pen ces and five-penees. If any member is
industrious enough to work it out hie will
find that the sacrifice will be more than half,
not very much more, but substantially more.

Hon. J. C. Wilecock:- A good deal more
than half.

Hon. N. KEENAN: I say substantially
more. I think that is pretty well the same
language, but the mnember for Gernldtoa has
a better way of putting it. That mean;, of
course, that the adoption of this Bill will
involve serious loss to the clubs. The first
representation I desire to place before the
House is that this money, which accrues in
this form to the club, is not used for the
profit of members of the club but is used
entirely for the purpose of promoting the
sport that they are formed to encourage and
govern. Secondly, there is this considera-
tion, that here in Western Australia-as also
in Tasmania-the amount which passes
through the tote on the raccourses is in fin-
itely smaller than the amount which passes

953
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through the totes in the other States of Aus-
tralia; and, correspondingly, the amount of
fractions which are available for the sup-
port of the clubs which are conducting the
totes is considerably smaller in Western
Australia than in the Eastern States. There-
fore, any comparison with the practices of
the Eastern States is unfair and would lead
us to wrong conclusions.

In that connection, I might draw atten-
tion to the figure quoted by the Premier.
He very properly, and correctly, quoted
£f24,000 as having been the figure represent-
ing the fractions in the particular year he
dealt with, but although that was not a war
year in reality yet, although war had
stopped, all the conditions of war were still
prevailing. We still had a certain number
of allied Servicemen here whYo had more dol-
lars than sense; and, of course, we had our
own men returning with some money in
their pockets that they were all burning to
spend, and did spend. It is, however, a very
dilhirent matter when we turn to the pre-
war days or normal conditions. I propose
to tell the H-ouse what those conditions were.
Let us take the year 1936-37. From a racing
point of view, the year ends on the 31st
July, not the 30th June. In that year the
whole of the fractions received by the
W.A.T.C. amounted to £2,590 1s. 10d. In
the next year, ending July, 1938, the whole
of the fractions amounted to £E2516 14s. in
the following year-the year before the war
began and ending the 31st July, 1039-the
fractions amounted to £2,326.

Hon. J. C. Willeock: Are those the figures
of the Turf Club or the Trotting ClubI

Hon. N. KEENAN: The Turf Club. It is
clear, therefore, that what one might term
the norm of the fractions is very much lower
than the figure quoted, and correctly quoted,
by the Premier for the war years. There is
no return at all for the year ended the 31st
July, 1940, because, as all. members are
aware, racing was disturbed. The figure
would be misleading, as it is 'so small. In
1941 the military authorities were in pos-
session of the course and there was no racig
at all at headquarters. So, too, in 1942 and
1943. Then the big figures begin; they are
purely and simply wartime figures. I men-
tion that not with the 1purpose of chal-
lenging in any Nvay the statement made by
the Premier, but to show that in normal
times it would be absurd to expect anything

like the figure that the war period pro-
duced.

Tasmania is the nearest State with which
we can compare ourselves as regards popu-
lation and developed resources. Our un-
developed resources are possibly greater than
those of all the rest of Australia put to-
gether. But for our developed resources .
which represent current wealth, possibly
Tasmania is the nearest State with which
we can compare ourselves. In Tasmania the
racing clubs which conduct totalisators are
treated in a much more generous manner
than are those here. In this State the
Treasury takes 71/2 per cent, out of the 131/2
per cent. which is deducted from the whole
amount that goes through the tote, and the
club which conducts the tote gets 6 per cent.
Take the ease of the Turf Club. It receives
six per cent. of this 13 / per cont., which
is solid money, because fractions may be
sometimes quite promising and sometimes
none at all or very little. But the solid
money is 3-1/ per cent. of that which goes
through the tote, and of that solid money
the State takes 71/_ per cent. and the Turf
Club gets six per cent.

Out of that six per cent. the club has to
pay the whole cost of conducting the tote,
and, of course, maintaining it in proper order
so that there many he no mistake in its, cal-
culations. That represents A cost of 21/'
per cent. The final figure that the club re-
ceives out of the amount of money taken
by way of commission is 31/2 per cent., and
the Treasury receives .7-%/ per cent. In
other words, the Treasury receiveps some-
thing more than twice ats much as the club
from the commission, if one may use that
word, which is taken from the amount pass-
ing through the tote. In Tasmania, the
amount taken from the gross sum, passing
through the tote in order to arrive at the
sum to be divided amongst the holders of
winininge tickets is 12 1/2 per cent. Of that
121/2 per cent. the Treasuiy takes only 2Y2
per cent. and allows 10 per celit, to the
club conducting the tote. In addition, it
takes no share whatever of any fractions.
All the fractions aire paid to the club.

The WV.A. Turf Club is at present facing
a very large expenditure for the future,
principally for the erection of a new total.
isator, for which I am informed a contract
has been signed, and which will run to
£E50,000. This new totalisator is said to be
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one that will be a great improvement on the
existing machine and will be a very rent
convenience to the public, because it will
tell a person at all times, by his looking at
the dials, what the exact. odds are that are
at the moment being laid against any par-
ticular horse by the money that is in the
tote. For every horse that is starting, there
is a column; and as that horse is backed
and therefore the odds against his winning
become smaller, the column shows it. If
another horse is backed, and therefore
makes the percentage better, it is shown
again. So, at any moment, any of those
people whom the Treasurer calls investors--
and I accept the word, although I doubt
whether it is accurate-

The Premier: What word would you sul-
stitute for it?

Hon. N. KEENAN: I would ask t0%
Treasurer to suggest one to me! Whatever
word may be selected, I will use the word
"investors." Th'. investors will be able to
know exactly what odds, assuming the tote
closed at that moment, be will get against a
particular horse he wishes to back. That
is undoubtedly a great advantage; because
if a man is gambling, at least he wants to
know what the odds are that are being laid
against the chance he prefers to hack. It
wvill be a great convenience and a great
improvement; but that great convenience
and improvement will cost £C60,000, which
wvill be a very severe drain on the finances
of the club.

In addition-to those who are accustomed
to racing, it is not a matter of any news,
but to others it may be-the prize money
for every raci, nowvadays is very much
higher than was the case in pre-war dayA,
with the result that it is said-I do not
vouch for its accuracy-that the better class
of horse is attracted. It ought to be; be-
cause if a good prize is offered, that should
attract the owvners of good horses to race
them. So in providing higher stakes the
club also serves the public by ensuring that
there will be better horses and bettor rae,
ing. But that again means there is a drain
on the resources of the club and any reduc-
tion of its resources would mean a consid-
erable risk of that drain not being met.
However these things may be, speaking not
only for the Turf Club but also for the
Trotting Association, I wish to say that both
of those organisations desire to meet the wish

of the Government to reduce the fraction
which is not distributed from the figure of
any sum less than is. to the figure proposed
in the Hill of any sum less than 6d.

All that I desire to put forward on behalf
of both clubs, but particularly on behalf
of the Turf Club, is that this Bill, when
it becomes an Act, should not come into
operation until the 1st January next in
order to allow the club, which has torecast
its expenditure on the basis of having this
money available-or the probability of hav-
ing it available--to enjoy the present posi-
tion for a period of three months. I think
the Treasurer will agree that is not unrea-
sonable, because the club has entered into
these obligations to spend this money. The
club must spend it and, of course, the club
will be handicapped seriously in providing
for that expenditure if this reduction in its
receipts takes place earlier. So when the
Hill is in Committee, I propose to ask the
Committee and the Treasurer to consent to
add a new clause to the Hill which will pro-
vide that it shall come into operation by
proclamation not earlier than the 1st Janu-
ary, 1947. The other provisions are machin-
ery clauses and do not require any comment.
Subject to the remarks I have already made,
I support the second reading.

MR. NEEDHAM (Perth) [5.19]: 1
understand this Bill is for the purpose of
enabling the investor who has invested his
money in a totalisator to get a greater pro-
portion of his winnings than has been the
ease in the past. To usethe words of the Pre-
mier when moving the second reading, the
public who invest in a totalisator have the
right to be repaid a greater proportion of
the money they have invested. This is a
very laudable object, but I am very much
of the opinion that the end the Premier had
in view in introducing this legislation will
not be achieved. He said that it is the
thousands wvho pay their entrance fee to the
course that keep racing going. Well, that
is a truism. But there is another side to
the question. Those people pay for good
entertainment, good racing and to see good
horses running. So there is some responsi-
bility on the management of racing organi-
sations to see that proper entertainment is
provided.

If the law is changed to provide for a
fractional part of 6d. instead of a fractional
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part of Is., I suggest that the revenue The people who pay entrance money are a
of the racing clubs will be consider-
ably depleted, and they may not be able, as
a result, to maintain the past high standards
of racing. This alteration would probably
lead to a reduction in the totalisator and
gate revenue with the result that the Gov-
ernment, and the investor too, would suffer.
Whilst it; is proposed to give back some-
thing to the members of the public with one
hand, there is a danger of taking something
else from them with the other. It will be
admitted that the grounds must be main-
tained in proper condition. The organisa-
tions concerned must provide good stakes,
bear the cost of installing totalisators, and
do other things. I haive a fewv figures from
the W.A. Trotting Association that are
somewhat informative. That body, as well
as the W.A. Turf Club, will be affected by
this legislation. We know that both orga-
nisations have contributed largely during
the war years to patriotic and charitable
funds.

Mr. Fox: They will have that money to
play with in the coming years.

Mr. NEEDHAM: They will. The
W.A.T.A. has assisted country dlubs to pro-
vide and maintain satisfactory courses, and
has also aided many patriotic and charit-
able organisation's. I quote the following
figures to show the expenditure by the
W.A.T.A. necessary to maintain a Course at
the proper standard:-

REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE.
Ground Repairs and Lighting and

Maintrence MAterfais. Power.
WARe".
£ s. d. E a. d. E a. d.

1931 .... 1,870 0 0 443 0 0 1,480 0 01946 .... 2,084 0 0 2,930 0 0 3,051 0 0

IMPROVEMENTS.
z A. d.

Ion9................20.180 18 1
1916...................337 10 0

The W.A.T.A. has provided high stakes to
encourage large attendances and good rav-
ing. By doing this it has adopted a far-
sighted policy. In 1929, the gate receipts
of the W.A.TA. amounted to £23,659 17s.
5d. and in 1046 they amounted to £82,218
Its. I will now give a few figures dealing
with the stakes paid, number of meetings,
etc. They are-

40
54

Average Average
per per Race.

Meeting.

1,920 274

great factor in keeping the racing business
going. In this regard I quote the follow-
ing figures-

PAID) ATTENiDANCES.
Wrumber. Nuimber of Average Attendance

Meetings, per Mereting.
153,627 40 3,840
289,458 52 5.8.4t1946

I understand that the W.A.T.A. is negotiat-
ing for a newv totalisator to provide more
modemn machinery. It is contended that the
totalisafor is becoming more popular each
year. I quote the following totalisator re-
ceipts, which might be of interest--

TOTALISATOR RECEIPTS.
9

1920..................53,0U
106................215,301

TOTALISATOR TAX.

s. d.
1 10
3 2

£ a. d.
1920.............23,766 19 2
1946..................09852 11 3

ENTERTAINMENT TAX.
I A. d

3029................2,030 0 11
1946.................20,521 6 1

TOTALISATOR LICENSE.
Z a. d.

1031................397 15 0
1946..................701 8 4

PROVISION FOR INCOME TAX.
Z s. d.

1031.......... .. 1.700 0 0
1ING.................24,500 0 0

I have quoted these figures to show that, if
the Bill becomes an Act and the fractional
part of Gd. is paid instead of the fractional
part of Is., the revenue of the racing or-
ganisations will become depleted and they
may not be able to provide such high-class
entertainment as they are at present. I
hope the Government will accept the sugges-
tion made by the member for Nedlands, that
if this Bill becomes an Act it should not
come into operation until January of next
year, in order to give the racing organisa-
tions a chance to prepare for the new legis-
lation.

RON. J. 0. WILLOOCK (Oeraldton)
[5.31]1: I am quite in accord with the Bill
as printed. I have no enmity, but the great-
est admiration, for the manner in which both
the West Australian Turf Club committee
and the W.A.T.A. conduct the business of
racing in their respective spheres. I think
racing, which is called the sport of kings,
is conducted on a scale too extravagant and
costly for many people who wish to attend
the meetings. If the committees of those
bodies wish to conduct the sport with the

STAKES PAID.
Total Number of

Stakes. Meetings.

S
1029
1930
1046 ... 101,247
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idea of attracting people to their meetings,
they should make the admission charges more
consistent with the incomes of .those for
whom they are catering. A charge of 13s.
or 14s. to go to a race meeting, plus 2s. or
3s. train fare, or more if one goes by taxi,
is too much.

Mr. Abbott: It is only 2s. if you go in the
leger.

Hon. J. C. WILLCOCK: There is an
amount of class distinction in the case of the
lager that is entirely un-Australian in out-
look, and the quality of the service is dif-
ferent. It costs five or six times as much to
go into the reserve as into the leger. I think
the admission charges are too high and that
by attracting greater numbers the racing
clubs could spread the business more, get
better attendances and receive more money
in the aggregate, because all those attend-
ing the meetings would put a certain amount
of money on the tote, thereby making for
greater receipts. Everyone would benefit.
Apparently it is fashionable for those cater-
ing for the racing public today to do things
on a lavish scale.

It can be said for the Railway Department
that when the train takes people to the races
the crew have to he paid and steam kept up
for three or four hours, while the train is
doing nothing, all to provide a small mileage
each way, which is not a very paying propo-
sition. The problem of how to get more
money in order to provide improvements to
the sport of racing should be tackled by
popularising the races. That could be done
by reducing charges so that persons of aver-
age income could afford to attend if they so
desired. I agree that the main cause of
people patronising starting-price bookmak-
crs is that they cannot afford to go to the
races. I do not think anyone would place
5s. on a race wvith an S.P. bookmak~er if he
knew it would only cost him another is. or
so to see the race run. I see no fun in
dealing with starting-price bookmakers. I
have not bet with one in the last five years

Hon. N. Keenan: Do you say you did have
a starting-price bet five years agoq

Mr. SPEAKER: Order! The hon. mem-
ber is getting away from the Bill.

Hon. J1. C. WILLCOCK: The argument
put up is that the racing clubs want a cer-
tain amount of money in order to keep the
sport going and cater for the recreation

needs of the people. I think that objective
has been tackled from the wrong angle and
that the charges should be reduced in order
to make the sport attractive to a far greater
number of people. The member for Ned-
lands said that the Turf Club is about to
instal a totalisator that will show the odds.
at any time, but that is not much good.
Within five minutes of the commencing time
of the race the odds shown might be ten to
one, yet if a lot of money is placed on that
homse the odds go down very quickly. On
big courses there is what is known as a £E5
wvindow, and one could place a bet of £100.
If that were done the tote odds, which had
previously been better than the odds offered
by the bookmakers, would probably break
down completely.

Hon. N. Keenan: Is there a £5 tote on our
racecourses?9

Hon. J. C. WILLCOCK: Has not the lion.
member used it?

Hon. N. Keenan: No.

Hon. J. C. WILLiCOCK: I think there is
a £5 window.

The Premier: It is 50s. at the trots.

Hon. J. C. WILLCOCK: I may be think-
ing of Melbourne.

The Premier: I believe there is a 50s.
maximum here.

Hon. J. C. WILLCOCK: I do not bet
heavily enough for it to make much differ-
ence. At the Flemington course one may
put 5s. or 10s. on a horse five minutes before
the race, if the odds are good, but when one
goes to collect the winnings it is found that
the amount is not half of what was ex-
pected. There is no means by which the
totalisator could guarantee a specific con-
tract as to the betting. The total amount of
money is divided by the number of tickets,
and the ticket holders share equally after
the fractions are deducted. I reiterate that
I have nothing against the management of
either the Turf Club or the Trotting Asso-
ciation, but I think they have been on a
good wicket during the last four or five
years. It is certain that the Trotting Asso-
ciation has got out of debt to a great extent.
The Turf Club has made a number of im-
provements, and the prospects wvere thought
so good that it bought twvo or three courses.

Hon. N. Keenan: Was not that neeessaryl
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Hon. J. C. WILLOOCK: -It was not
necessary, though it was a good thing.

Hon. N. Keenan: Proprietary racing could
only be got rid of by that means.

lon. J1. C. WVILLOOCK: It was a good
thing, inasmuch as it did away with the per-
nicious principles of proprietary racing.

Mr. J. Hegacy: The headquarters course
.was under water for a considerable time.

Hou. J. C. WJLLCOCK: In addition to
making a considerable amount of money for
themselves, the racing clubs raised a lot of
mione ,y for patriotic and charitable purposes.
While the racing dates of the Trotting Asso-
ciation were fixed, they were allowed a cer-
tain nuniber of meetings for charitable
purposes and they doubled or even quad-
rupled the amount of money that they gave
to charitable and patriotic organisations.
That was very considerable. If people have
a lot of money to spend on betting it is just
as well that charitable institutions should
get something out of it. The member for
Nedlands says that the attendanes at race
meetings are not great, but racing is run on
a different scale here from that in the East-
ern States. The prize money here is not so
large seeing that at most meetings at Flom-
ington and Randwiek the programmes show
that for each race the prizes amount to
£500 or;£600.

Mr. Abbott: That is why there is such
good racing there.

Hon. J. C. WILLCOCK: I do not think
the amount of prize money makes such a
wonderful difference with regard to the
racing. There is a desire inherent in the
average Australian to go to races.

Mr. Leslie: To have a gamble.

Hon. J. C. WILLCO CR: And to see the
races. There is innate love of horses and
of racing in the average Australian.

Mr. Leslie: Cut out the betting and there
would not be anyone on tbe course!

Hon. S. C. WILL COCK: Irrespective of
the value of the prize money distributed, I
think that the same proportion of the popu-
lation in Perth where the stakes are com-
paratively low, attend race meetings as aro
present at the meetings in Melbourne where
the stakes are relatively high. In my
opinion, there is no excuse for the racing
clubs taking advantage of the fractions.
'They should not be regarded as part of the

club's income hut as being purely fortuitow
revenue. For month upon month there mighi
not be any such amounts of any consequence
and sometimes there may be two or threE
races on the programme from which therE
would be a matter of 1id, which otherwise
would go into the dividends.

The Premier: It suits the clubs to have
favou rites fill the places.

Hon. J. C. WIELCO CR: Of course it
does. If there is very considerable support
by speculators-I cannot make use of the
word "investors" because I have tried this
business out for myself-for a large pro-
portion of heavily backed horses in a race,
the possibility is that there will be a greater
percentage of fractions than in races where
the backing is not so heavy. The whole thing
is merely fortuitous. On the whole, I heartily
commend the Bill. Had I been in the posi-
tion of Treasurer, I might have-

Hon. N. Keen an: Grabbed the lot.
Hon. J. C. WILLCOCK: -taken a greater

proportion than 7y2 per cent. because the
means of getting easy money is becoming
scarcer and in the future the Treabirer will
have to look for every avenue by which be
can increase his revenue.

Hon. N. Keenan: But Tasmania is satis-
fled with 21/2 per Cent.

Ron. W. fl. Johnson: And South Aus-
tralia requires 10 per cent.

The Premier: An South Australia is more
comparable with Western Australia.

Hon. J. C. WIULCOCK: The population
of South Australia is half again as great
as that of this State whereas Tasmania has
only half our population.

Hon. W. DI. Johnson: And Tasmania has
Tattersall's Consultations.

Hon, J. C. WILLCO CK: Yes, and the
Tasmanian Government gets immense sums
out of Tattersall's every year.

Hon. N. Keenan': But we have the Lot-
teries Commission here!

Hon. J. C. WILLCOCK: There is no
comparison between the two. Speaking in
no spirit of hostility, I think the clubs, in
order to popularise their sport and make
it more attractive to Ordinary people, should
give a trial over a year or so to decreasing
admission charges, making them more ac-
ceptable to the individual of small means.
If such a policy were, adopted I am sure
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larger crowds -would be attracted to rate
ne 'Leings. I know it has paid some race dlubs

;issue 100 or 1,000 complimentary tickets
iorder to encourage people to attend race

meetings, knowing that if the attendances
increase the investments on the totalizator
ire greater and the income derived by the
iportia bodies is thereby enhanced. While
1support the Bill, I think the controlling

)odies associated with racing should lie given
'airly extensive notice before the Act is pro-
,laimedA The clubs havc to budget well
ubead for their expenditure and I am rather
a agreement with the suggestion advanced
)y the member for Nedlands that if the
'3erth Cup, for instance, is run on the 1st
lanuary, the Premier should not proclaim
he Act until the 3rd or 4th January.

The Premier: You almost incite me to give
nofley away.

Hon. J. C. WILLCOCK: I think that
ourse should be adopted because the clubs
nave budgeted for their twelve months' ex-
)enses and theyr should be allowed to comn-
)lete the year. I am aware that the price-s
harged by the West Australian Trotting
Issociation arc much less than those apply-
ug to the W.A.T.C. course. In addition, one
an got to the trotting grounds by the pay-
aent of a 3d. tram fare as against the ex-
)enditure of 2s. 6id. to go to the galloping
eadquarters by train. The bodies concerned
onid popularise their sport, attract greater
tten dances and derive better totalisator per-
entages, if they were to lower the charges
*f admission and thus make both trotting
nd racing more attractive and more within
he limits of the spending capacity of the
'cople.

MR, STYAXTS (Kalgoorlie) [5.461:
'he principle underlying the Bill, which is
ractically a one-clause measure, is one that,
peaking generally, I can support. I do not
]ink it will have any serious financial re-
-ercussions upon racing bodies in the metro-
olitan area but, from figures supplied to
ac by the Kalgoorlie Racing Club, I be-
eve it may have a detrimental effect upon
-Le country and Ooldfields clubs. In the
ictropolitan area the racing bodies--I refer

the W.A.T.C. and the W.A.T.A.-received
age revenues during the war period. Their
:akes have increased enormously. I can re-
iember a time within the last six or seven
ears when they found it difficult to provide
7akes. of £100 for each race. Today the pro-

grammes show that the stakes range from
£200 to £350. The weekend handicaps con-
ducted by the W.A.T.C. are for stakes much
in excess of the prizemoney available at
country meetings. It would be no exaggera-
tion to say that the W.A.T.A. has received
sufficient from the undistributed fractions in
connection with investments on the totalisa-
tors since trotting began at Gloucester Park,
to pay for the whole of the expense in-
curred in connection with the purchase of
the ground aind the cost of putting it into
racing order. I should say, too, it is no
exaggeration to state that the Association
has received over £150,000 from that par-
ticular source.

I am not surprised that the W.A.T.C. and
the W.A.TLA. are prepared to concur in this
proposal, provided the Act is not proclaim-
ed until after the 1st January. The
W.A.T.C. has bought out the proprietary
dlubs and has also purchased the properties
of those bodies. In those circumstances no
particular hardship can be pleaded in re-
spect of either the W.A.T.C. or the
W.A.T.A. On the other hand the position
regarding the racing clubs in the country
aind Ooldfields districts is totally different.
The Kalgoorlic Racing Club, on whose be-
half I am vspeaking, is just balancing its
budget fromn year to year. I have particu-
lars of the financial returns for the year
1945. 1 wish to point out that sometimes
the Kalgoorlie Club races second and seone-
times the Boulder Club racs second, and
that the club that races first gets the better
financial return.

Hfon. N. Keenan: Are you referring to
the annual meeting?

Mr. STYANTS: Yes.
Hon. N. Keenan: The position is quite

the reverse.

Mr. STYANTS: I have the financial re-
turns wvhich show that the club that races
first on the Goldfields always gets the better
financial return, but perhaps the hon. mem-
ber knows better than does the secretary
of the club- I Flo not wish to weary mem.
hers, by giving a lot of figures, hut I have
the position set out briefly. The annual
race meeting of the Kalgoorlie Club realised
a profit of £C2,155 12s. i10d, and the ten
monthly meetings showed a profit of £31
10s. 3d. The net profit from all race meet-
ings for the year was £2,187 3s. Id., while
the revenue from nll other Sources amounted
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to £C1,428 19s. 6d. The total overhead ex-
penditure for the year was £4,144 Os. 1d.
compared with L4;236 1.s. 9d. in the previ-
ous year. The net result of the 12 months'
operations was a loss of £528 3s. 6d., com-
pared with a profit of £255 9s. 8d. in the
previous year.

Dealing now with the totalisator figures,
the Government tax-this is apart alto-
gether from the tax on fractions-and
stamp duty amounted to £2,505 2s. 6d., mak-
ing a total of £92,967 l8s. 10d. paid to the
Treasury since the tax came into opera-
tion in December, 1905. On top of that,
there was entertainment tax on the entrance
fees, the amount paid for the year hav-
ing been £1,044 Os. 4d.. making a total of
£14,565 7s. 6d. paid since January, 1917.
Thus nmembers will appreciate that the Kal-
goorlie Club is barely paying its way. When
it races first, it usually shows a surplus,
and it will show a surplus as a result of
the record two days' meeting this year,

The totalisator turnover for 1945 was
£C33,149 15s. and the fractions totalled
£864 16s. 4d, The amount of tax-at 7%/
per cent- on the fractions, which the Gov-
ernment received, was £64: odd, making a
total of fractions of £928. If wve work this
out on the number of totalisator tickets
issued, we find that it represents 23%L per
cent, of the amount invested or about 13/d.
on each 5s. ticket issued. I have no wish
to confuse or mislead members. I was un-
able to ascertain the number of winning
tickets or what the average of the fractions
was on them, The amount, of course, would
be more than 134d. per ticket. At the two
days' annual meeting of the Kalgoorlie Club
-a 10s. tote and not a 5s. tote is oper-
ated for the annual round-the tote turn-
over was £:18,795 compared with £33,000
odd for the whole yea;, and the club re-
ceived only £389, while, for the ten monthly
meetings, the tote turnover ivas £14,354,
but it returned £539 in fractions because
of operating the 5s. tote at the monthly
meetings. This works out at about 2%/d.
per ticket on the tickets sold. What it
would work out on the winning tickets, I
cannot say, but the amount would be in
excess of 21/d.

The percentage of fractions and tax to
the totalisator turnover was about 21/ per
cent. Assumingr that about 15,000 people
attended the ten monthly meetings and the

two. days of the annual round, if one-hi
of the fractions of £928 were refunded,
would mean about 8d. to each racegoer. 7
point I wish to make is that while in I
aggregate the fractions make a fair sum
money and affect particularly the count
and Goldields clubs, the actual sum tot
individual is so small that I do not thi:
the average racegoer would trouble abo
it at all. Taking the rough figures giv
by the Premier that £1,000,000 had be
invested on the tote during the 12 mont
and that the fractions had amounted
£50,000, that would wvork out at about fl
per cent, of the total amount invested &
would be equal to 3d. per ticket on t
tickets sold. Taking that five per cent, ai
calculating four tickets to the pound, t
average would be about 3d. per ticket.

The Kalgoorlie Club is in the positii
of being committed to installing a new i
liculation service over the whole of its rat
course because the pipes have become cc
roded with age. If the club is to be enabl.
to keep the lawns in the desired coni
tion, this reticulation system must be p
in. I am not aware that there has be.
any demand from racegoers for this alter
tion. Were the matter represented to t
500 or 600 people who regularly patroni
the monthly race meetings at Kalgoor]
that it was necessary for the club to ha
this money, seeing that in addition
the £500 loss in 1945, the taking awi
of half the fractions would increase V]
loss to about £E960 a year, and th
by the club having the money,
could keep the course in order at
pay reasonable stakes to owners who a
put to the expense of training their hors(
I believe they would nut worry over the 6
they might he paid on the tote tickets th
turned out to be winners. Speaking fro
the point of view of the owners, I mi
inform members that they do not race f
a main stake of £25 every fortnight. TI
main handicap is worth about.£40 and mar
of the races carry stakes of only £30 or £3
Thus we have a very different picture wh(
we view the proposals in the Bill from tI
ang-le of the country and Goldfldds clubs.

The upkeep of a racecourse on thle Go!i
fields entails enormous expense. To keep tI
lawns, shrubs and flower gardens in go(
order, entails heavy outlay for water. TI
Kalgoorlie Club alone pays between £750 ar
£800 a year to the Goldfields Water Stipp'
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Department for water used on the course.
Another point to be borne in mind is that
%le IKalgoorlie course is something more than
a racecourse to the residents. It is a park
for the use of the people, and the Kalgoorlie
Racing Club committee always leaves the
gates of the grounds open. These grounds
can he used as a park not only on week
lays but also on Sundays. Further, should
any church or any sporting body require to
use the rounds for a picnic, they are always
available for that purpose. So that, apart
from liorseracing, the upkeep of the rounds
in a spiek and span condition-as they usu-
ally are, with good lawns, shrubs and flow-
ers-means that the revenue of the club
must not be allowed to drop. It might be
gaid that the Kalgoorlie Racing Club should
be subsidised by the parent body, the W.A.
Turf Club. For the last couple of years the
parent body has subsidised the Kalgoorlie
Club. I think that in 1945 the club got £300
from the parent body for the purpose of
increasing stakes, as an inducement to own-
ors to bring their horses to the annual round
at Kaigoorlie. The annual round of two
days provides more than 50 per cent. of the
club's revenue. Last year I think the parent
body provided £350. In spite of this assis-
tance, the club still shows a loss or is merely
balancing its budget.

if the Bill is to apply to country and
Goldflelds clubs, they perhaps will cut down
stakes or neglect the course and its sur-
roundings. As I said, I do not think any
good ease could be put up for the prosper-
ous metropolitan clubs; but there is a ease
for the Goldfields clubs. If these are to
lose half of their fractions, a serious finan-
cial problem will ensue as far as they are
concerned. If we take away the £400 that
would he involved in the return of half of
the fractions to the public, it will work out
at about 7d. or 8d. over the year for the
15,000 people who attend the two days of
the annua. Mond and the ten monthly meet-
ings. I would again say that I believe the
feeling of regular racegoers in Kalgoorlie
would be that they were prepared to forgo
this amendment if it meant that the
club could keep the racing on a high plane
and maintain the lawns, flowers and gar-
dens in the condition in which they have
been kept in the past. I am not opposing
the Bill, because I think the principle is
quite a good one if the clubs are operating
profitably. I hope the PNemier will, how-

ever, give some consideration to special pro-
visions for the Goldfields clubs.

MR. ABBOTT (North Perth) [6.3): It
might almost he suggested, listeniing to the
debate, that we were discussing a business
concern run for the profit of its members.

Mr. J. Hegney: Do you oppose the Bill?

Mr. ABBOTT: That is my business. Lis-
tell)I

Mr. J. Hegney: It is Parliament's busi-
ness.

Mr. ABBOTT: It is generally admitted
that the Australian public are very fond of
horseracing and, in order that they might
have it, many people have to be employed
in connection with it. I consider it only
right that those employees should receive
reasonable remuneration. In my opinion,
they arc not getting it, not for a miinute!
I do not think the jockeys receive enough.
If they win, they get 10 per cent. of the
stakes, but they receive only £1, or somie
small sum, for a losing ride. They arc not
entitled by law to a reasonable remunera-
tion.

The Minister for Lands: They ought to
form a union.

Mr. ABBOTT: They should. At any rate,
they should do something. A man who
wishes to own at horse and run it for the
sake of the sport cannot possibly do so on
the stakes. We therefore get a condition of
affairs where the gambiling element predom-
inates. If a Sian wishes to make money, he
has to run his horse "dead" for a consider-
able time and then get a good price and come
in. That is the way racing will be rut) if
reasonable stakes arc not paid. What the
public wants is good fair racing.

The Premier: What proportion of owners
would race for the stakes only, do you
think?

Mr. ABBOTT: A very small proportion.
Although racing is the sport of kings, the
average Australian has not the income of a
king, and that is the whole difficulty. Many
people would like to own horses and race
them for the by,, of the game, but cannot
afford to do so. The only people who can
are the very wealthy or those who arc pre-
pared to utilise the gambling side of the
game. That is very objectionable. It is
generally admitted that the horses in Mel-
bourne and Sydney, where large stakes are
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paid, give the public a much fairer deal than
they get in Western Australia. Undoubtedly,
the clubs and the stewards try to ensure that
racing is conducted in a fair manner; but as
long as stakes are paid that do not enable
the trainer, the jockey or anyone else to
make a living, otherwise than by gambling,
they will gamble. They will take a chance,

If any mnember wishes to sec the eon di-
tion of the stables where a lot of these horses
are trained and the way the trainers are
living, let him go out and inspect them!1 In
many instances those men are not getting a
fair living wage and are not operating under
fair conditions. I do not think the general
public begrudge such people a fair wage,' or
a fair stake for n winning horse. I think
they would he only too delighted to see the
stakes made higher if possible so that there
would be more inducement for anr owner to
rely on the winning of the stake rather than
on what be can get by means of the books.
le has to secure remuneration either fronm
the stake or from the public through the
hooks. He must get it one way or the othet
if he is going to race. Admittedly stakes
have been a good deal better lately, but they
are not good enough to support the average
horse at present. If these fractions are re-
duced, I suggest that the stakes will have to
he reduced too. I see no reason why a mnn
who obtains his amusement on the racecourse
should he taxed to the extent he is. The Gov-
ernment took out of the totalisator receipts
last year in stamp dluty and totalisator tax
from the W.A. Turf Club £60,000. That
represents a special tax on that part of the
community which happens to enjoy racing.
I am not going to say it was not justified. I
do not intend to oppose such taxation.

The Premier: I am not going to apologise
for it.

Mr. ABBOTT: No; I think the Premier
was inclined to apologise for the fact that
it was not 10 per cent.

The Premier: No, I did not say that.-

Mr. ABBOTT: Some very heavy taxes
are deducted from those who win or invest
on the totalisator. I do not think that the
money which comes out of the pockets of
those who have been fortunate on the race-
course is begrudged, but I think it is a pity
money is being taken away from the clubs.
I would like to see the present position con-
tinue for a little while longer-say a year
or two-until racing is on a higher plane

than it is today. I opposo the second re,
ing.

Question put and passed.

Bill read a second time.

In Committee.

Mr. Rodoreda in the Chair; the Prerm
in charge of the Bill.

Clause 1 to 8-agreed to.

New clause:

Hon. N. REENAN: I move-
That a new clause be added as follows:-

"D. This Act shall tonic into force
adate to be proclaimied arid not be:

earlier titan the first day of .Jaaua
1947."1

This is the clause I indicated I desired
move in Committee. I gave my reasons
the Course of my second reading speech.
think the clause is amply justified, and
commend it to the Committee.

Tfhe PREMIER: I wish to he quite i
sonable about this matter. I realise the!
sponsibility of the clubs and also what
remarkable turn of good fortune they he
had. If we go back through the years
the very arguments propounded by i
member for Nedlainds, when fractions ineoi
was low, it dlid not amount to very mu
and it did not matter much. If we compi
like with like-that is, South Aus4tralia w
Western Australia-we find that the ct
in this State have had a very good de
After all, it is the indivisible portions ofI
public money from which they have pri
pered, and the public is entitled to eon
deration. But I do not wish to cut off si
denly or unfairly this part of the clubs'
come, so I do not object to the amendine

New clause put and passed.
Title-agreed to.

Bill reported with an amendment.

Sitting suspended from 6.15 to 7.30 pms

BILL-CATTLE INDUSTRY
COMPENSATION.

Second Reading.

Debate resumed from 12th September

MR. MeLARTY (Mn1rray-Wellingto
[7.30]: This is a Bill to provide compens
tion to the producers of beef cat
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laughtered as the result of disease. It also
acludes. those owners whose stocks are
laughtered to prevent disease. The measure
allows many of the recommendations of the
lonorary Royal Commission that investi-
-ated diseases, vermin and scourges, but it
as departed from some the proposals in
number of respects. We have other stock

ompensation funds to which the Treasury
as made contributions.
The Minister for Agriculture: Not all of

bem.
Mr. MeLARTY: That is so, but it has

one so to cattle compensation funds. This
lill, however, does not propose that the
'reasury shall make any contribution and,
urthermore, should the fund run short of
1011%' and the Treasury have to make a
)an, it provides for interest to be charged
t the rate of five per cent.

Mir. Seward: Is that the bank rate?

Mr. McLART Y: The Minister might give
owe consideration to waiving that charge.
.he Royal Commission referred to by the
,fmister did suggest the need for a comn-
icusation fund, but it also recommended
bat the Department of Agiculture should
arry out an investigation to determine what
mount of money would be needed to pro-
'ide it. I would like to have heard from the
4 inister as to what investigations have been
arried out. He stated that, by the Bill, he
)roposed to impose a maximum tax or levy
-f not more than 2d. in the £. The Royal
)ommission, however, suggested that the tax
hould not be more than Id. in the £. The
ifinister gave the figures as to condemns-
ions, and told us that for every 10,000
attle slaughtered in the metropolitan area
'0 were condemned. That works out at .5
)er cent. of condemnations. They wvere the
esult of tuberculosis. Also, in every
.0,000 there were 35 condemned because of
Lctinomyeosis, that is, cattle affected with
umpy jaw. From the meat point of view,
'ery often such beasts are not wholly eon-
lemned but only the head, with the result
hat very little loss is suffered. There were
LO cases of pleuro-pneurnonia.

The Bill deals with only three diseases,
tamely, tuberculosis, actinomycosis and
rleuro-pneumonia. Others can be brought
n. The Minister said that £4,000 per year
rould be sufficient to pay compensation as
Sresult of these diseases. He also said
twas proposed that the levy, to start with,

would be %d. in the £4 I have prepared a
few figures because I want more information
abo 'ut this fund from the Minister. The
districts that will come under the fund are
to he prescribed. The Minister stated that
it was not the intention to bring the whole
of the State within the fund- I take it
that the districts he will not include
ivil be our pastoral areas. He will make

the Bill apply more particularly to the dis-
tricts in the South-West and those in close
proximity to the metropolitan area.

Mr. Perkins: It is difficult to distinguish
between those areas.

Mr. MeL ARTY: I am going to quote a
few figures relative to the districts from
which cattle, that are slaughtered in the met,
ropolitan area, come. Let me examine the
amount of £4,000 that the Minister expect.
to collect as the result of a tax of %d. in
the £. In 1943 some 50,138 cattle were
slaughtered in the metropolitan area. Let
us average them at £12 per head.

The Minister for Agriculture: I think that
is a bit low. I think £14 would be nearer.

Mr. MeLARTY: The Minister may -be
right, but I am taking into consideration
that baby beef, that brings a high price, is
sold in the metropolitan area and, at the
same time old cows and other stock that do
not bring very high prices are also sold. I
think that £12 per head would be a fair
average to strike. That would give a total
of £601,596, and the levy at 3/4d. would pro-
vide a fund of £1,880. In 1944, 50,588 cattle
were slaughtered in the metropolitan area,
which on the same average would provide
a total of £607,066, and a levy of 34id. would
give £1,897. Coming to a later period, the
Servicemen had gone and the Americans had
left. In 1945, 43,260 cattle were slaughtered
and, if we strike the same average, for a
grand total of £519,120, the fund would
amount to £1,622. In 1946, 45,861 cattle
were slaughtered which, at £12 per head,
would give £550,332, or a levy of £1,730,
qo the Minister is still a long way short of
his £4,000. However, I know what he has
in mind, and -will deal with that. During
the same period the numbers of cattle sold
in the metropolitan area were as follows-
1943, 36,450; 1944, 39,459; 1945, 31,788, and
1940, 36,383.

Members will see that on an average any-
thing from 10,000 to 14,000 cattle were
bought outside the metropolitan area each
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year, and slaughtered in it. Of those cattle
the great majority would come from -the
South-West. Very few cattle are bought
outside the South-West and railed to Perth.
I understand that about 250 cattle are con-
demned each year and, if we keep to my
average, £3,000 would be required for com-
pensation. I have made investigations a~s
to where the cattle comec from and I helieve
the Minister will find my figures very nearly
correct. Normally from 10,000 to 12,000
cattle are shipped from Derby in a season.
In a normal season we could strike an aver-
ag e of nearer 12,000 cattle being shipped
from Derby. About 5,001) would come from
the M1idlands, in a normal season about
8,000 would come from the pastoral areas,
and the South-West would provide front
10,000 upwards.

Mr. Perkins:- To what do you refer as the
pastoral areast

Mr. MeLARTY: Districts such as those
represented by the member for Pilbara, and
the Mlt. Magnet and Murchison areas; the
northern areas generally. From the Great
Southern and Eastern disticets very few
cattle come to the metropolitan area.

Mr. Perkins: The number has increased in
recent tunes.

Mr. MeLARTY: From the investigations
I have made I know that few cattle come
from those areas. The main cattle sales held
iut the Great Southern district are held at
Aft. Barker, and I think that district would
provide the largest number of cattle at a
zale. The Leader of the Opposition would
know more about that than I would.

Mr. Watts: It would he a substantial
number, at any rate.

Mr. MecLARTY: Those are the areas from
which the cattle come. It is, admitted that
practically all the condemnations are due to
tuberculosis and actinomnycosis. Such dis-
eases are practically non-existent in the pas-
toral areas and 'Midland districts. I doubt
very much whether there would he .5 per
cent, of condemnations from those areas. The
cattle from the Kimberleys, of course, are
infected with pleuro, but from my investi-
gations I believe that the condemnations
from that district are about .5 per cent. The
condemnations from the IKinberleys would
be caused by gangrene, owing to bruising.
The cattle are shipped and are trucked when
they get to Fremnantlc. Badly bruised cattle

develop gangrene and aire condemned, bi
there is no provision for compensation
that ease, as it is not a disease.

A few cattle may be condemned becaw
of tick fever, but there again there is
safeguard to the buyer because, if there
a danger of tick fever, the cattle as
slaughtered as quickly as possible and ft
butchers are given four days in which
slaughter them. During that time the ownE
takes the risk. The losses from that cauw
would therefore be very small. At all event:
tick fever is not at present provided ftc
under this Bill. The IKimberley cattle as
not allowed out and are slaughtered as 800
as they arrive, The Department of Agr.
culture insists that they be slaughtered, b(
cause of the diseases with which they as
infected. I do not think there should t
any need-and I do not think the Mlinishc
intendsy-to strike the levy in regard to thoE
cattle. The report of the Honorary Hoyi
Commission reommended that those area
should be exempt.

The Minister for Agriculture: That i
only as regards sales in those areas, n{
sales outside those areas of cattle cousin
from them.

Mr. MecLA.RTY: Then cattle from ft
North slaughtered in the metropolitan arc
will pay the levy?

The Minister for Agriculture: Yes.

Mr. MeLARTY: That does make a dil
ference, but I do not think the growers u
there will benefit to any great extent us
less the Minister is prepared to take inl
consideration other diseases with which tt
cattle are infected. I can see some dill
eulty there as, for instance, in the ease C
cattle infected with tick fever. We ma
have cattle that are tio-iafested cousin
through clean country, and suffering excec&
ingly heavy losses. I have known a bot
leave Derby and be out for only a few lsos
when 60 hullocks had] to be thrown ovcj
board. Evidently it is proposed to tax tb
owners of such cattle, and I think consider,
tion might be given to including such dii
eases as tick fever and pleuro. With regar
to the tick-fever, the losses, fromt that di
case are not so great as formerly. Atebri
has been discovered and cattle are inoci
fated with that drug, with the result thr
many bullocks have been saved from di
struction. Nevertheless it is a matter t
which the Minister might give coasidertiol
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certainly did nlot realise that these cattle
rould be brought under the provisions of
he Bill.

As regards cattle outside the pastoral and
vlidlanid areas, I do not know of any dis-
ases from which they are suffering; in fact,
do not think they arc affected by any dis-

use. As I indicated previously, the great-
st losses with regard to them aje caused
iy brulinbg sustained during travelling, with
he result that gangrene develops. I do not
hink there is any likelihood of an outbreak
tf disease in the districts I refer to. The
trea there arc large, and the country ties
tot at heavy carrying capacity. The cattle
iave plenty of space to roam over and are
tot herded together. In general, it is not
ountry where disease is likely to be spread.
'he officials of the Agricultural Depart-
aent take every precaution to safeguard
'attic from disease. I am awvare that cattle
.rc overlanded from the Broome country to
he Midland areas, but every precaution is
aken against pleuro. The Turner test is
pplicd and dipping is also resorted to. In

lie circumstances, I am not at all afraid
f any outbreak of disease in those parts.
V'hen we come to the more closely settled
)arts of the State, I admit there is such a
hance.

When I was in Victoria, I saw a mob
-f 16,000 bullocks, the finest I had ever seen
n my life. They were nearly all Herefords,
lt they had been condemned. To look at

hem, one would think there was nothing
he matter with them at all. They were
n fine condition but were said to be affected
-y beef measles. An order had been is-
,ned that they should all be boiled down.
hc mob belonged to the Victorian Govern-

nent and were running on the Werribee
tlate Farm. The Minister would be doing

is a service if he would indicate exactl~y
vhat areas he intends to exempt. Revert-
zig to the Kimberley area, some of the pas-
oralists from that part of the State have
wen talking to me about the Hill and they
'onsidered they would not be brought under
ts provisions. They pointed out that it
ost them £C6 59. today to market a bullock,
,nd there (lid not appear to be much chance
,f costs being reduced. Furthermore, they
old me that if bullocks were shifted and
hey died, the pastoralists still had to pay
he £6 5s. per head, which represented to
hemn a direct loss.

Mr. Perkins: Stomp duty applies to all
store cattle as well.

Mr. McLARTY: Yes, I am glad thj hon.
member referred to that. In fact, the Min-
ister expects to make up the £4,000 from
stamp duty. When sales are held in country
districts and cattle are sold, the impost of
%d. wvill be ]cvied. An animal may be sold
several times before being slaughtered, and
the stamp duty will be imposed in respect
of each sale.

Air. Perkins: Many of the sales have no
connection with the fat market at all.

Mr. McLARiTY: That is so.
Mr. Perkins: They may apply to milking

COWS.

Mr. MeLARTY: Yes. When the Hill
reachles the Committee stage, I propose to
follow closely the recommendations of
the Honorary Royal Commission. The Bill
provides that compensation shall be payable
to the owner of any cattle that are de-
stroyed with the consent of the Chief In-
spector of Stock because they are suffer-
ing, or are suspected to be suffering, from
a disease. I want the Minister to add words
setting out that this provision will apply
to cattle that had been in contact with ani-
mals suffering from such disease arid were
being destroyed to prevent any further
spread. That is a reasonable request.

The Minister for Agriculture: I think it
is implied in the Bill, because they would
be "suspected."

Mr. McLARTY: Yes, there is that pro-
vision, but if the recommnendation of the
Royal Commission were accepted, it would
make the position perfectly clear. Then
again, the maximum amount of compensa-
tion allowed on account of any animal de-
stroyed is £20. The Royal Commission
suggested that the amount should be £C25,
and I am going to ask the Minister to ac-
cept that figure. Only recently I have
known cattle to bye sold in the metropolitan
market for £23.

The Minister for Agriculture: You are
very illogical.

Mr. MeLARTY: Wthyt
The Minister for Agriculture: When I

said the average price was £14, you said
it was nearer £12.

Mr. MeLARTY: But I was taking into
account every class of cattle and the aver-
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age is reduced by the cattle brought from the Chief Inspector of Stock. As his ev
districts in close proximity to Perth. The
better types of beef cattle from the outer
areas are still bringing the same figure.

The Minister for Agriculture: You want
to reduce the contribution to the fund and
then make the fund pay all the money.

Air. MeLARTY: The proposal I advance
will not mean that the fund will have to pay
out much more money because it is not often
that cattle reach that figure. Then again, I
wvant to provide that cattle shall be valued
before being destroyed. I think that is es-
sential. If the Chief Inspector of Stock de-
cides that certain cattle shall be slaughtered,
someone should be required to make a valua-
tion before the killing takes place rather
than have an argument about it afterwards,
which is very unsatisfactory. I shall sub-
mit several other minor amendments. For
instance, I intead to suggest that it is not
necessary for owners to be notified by re-
gistered letter with regard to sales. It should
be remenibered that discount is allowed to
the purchaser of cattle if he pays cash with-
in three days. If a registered letter were
sent and the owner of the cattle lived at
some considerable distance from Perth, it
would take him some time to get his re-
gistered letter, and in the meantime he
would lose his discount. The other amend-
ment I shall move will he to strike out the
maximum amount of 2d. and to insert Id.
In this respect, we shall be following on
the lines of legislation in Victoria and
South Australia. I support the second read-
ing and hope thc Minister will accept the
amendments I have outlined.

MR. WATTS (Katanning) [8.1]: I must
say that in general I agree with the observa-
tions made by the member for Murray-
Wellington, and especially do I agree with
him in his desire to adhere very closely to
the recommendations that were made by the
Honorary Royal Commission, of which both
he and I wvere members. I think other mem-
bers of that body will agree with me when
I say that we were in some considerable
doubt as to the creation of a fund such as
this and as to the effect that its creation
would have anid, in particular, as to the
money that could be raised but, as the re-
port stated, we were very substantially
guided by the evidence given by officers of
the Department of Agriculture, particularly

deuce was taken in the first instance vei
early in the course of the inquiry, we moi
or less detailed one of the members of ti
commission to inquire of every witness--ar
there were well over 100 of this type 'vi
appeared before us and wvere interested
the livestock business--to express an opinic
on the desirability of a fund such as i
contemplated by the Chief Inspector
Stock and by one or two other officers of ti
department to whom some questions on tI
subject wvere put.

'"T found that the great majority of wi
nesses were favourable to a fund, which
might call ain insurance fund, when tI
situation was put to them as it had been i
us by the Chief Inspector of Stock. Thj
gentleman pointed out that a considerab
proportion of the cattle in the State wei
likely to be affected with tuberculosis, ar
he indicated that the policy had been decid(
upon, not only in Western Australia, In
also practically throughout the world, th:
the best wvay to eradicate diseases in eattl
even when those diseases were capable 4

being dealt with by vaccination or treatmei
by sera, was to destroy the cattle, becam
the inoculation system almost invariab
maintained the disease in a modified form
all the livestock affected and, indeed, wi'
those they came into contact with, and
presented, by virtue of that fact, very mui
greater difficulties in the long run than tI
destruction of the cattle, which action, I
claimed-and I think with some justificati(
-would result in the majority of eases
eradicating the disease.

The Chief Inspector of Stock also referri
to the fact that we must not regard ou
selves as immune, although we have hade
Most Complete immuuity up to date, fro
some of the diseases that are rampant
countries outside Australia, and that tI
descent of one of those diseases upon t]
cattle of this State might result at any tir
in thousands of head of all types being d
stroyed in an attempt to eradicate the disea!
If there were no means whatever of coi
pensating those who suffered loss in su
circumstances, the position would be a ye
serious one. The Chief Inspector of Ste
instanced the fact that modem means
transport and the rapidity with which peor
and things can be moved from place
place, and the ill effects of the war on t
organisation--quarantine systems and otlu
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wise-of countries to the north of us, might
at any time result in some of the disease.-
prevalent there reaching our shores. I think
I may say that he went even further, because
he said that, without warning, the disease
which is known as rinderpest descended on
our cattle some years ago at a time when
there was no fund for paying compensation
and when, in order successfully to stamp out
the disease, wholesale slaughtering had to be
resorted to. In answer to questions at page
227 of the evidence, he instanced the possi-
bility of foot-and-month disease reachin~g
this country. The questions and answers
wer-

What did yet% mean by your reference to
110w an~d infectious diseases?-Wo mean diseases
not it the State, such as sine fever, cinder-
pest, foot-and-mouth disease, and those diseases
we know exist in the world and inight be intro-
duced here at any- time.

Would foot-and-mouth disease survive here?
-Definitely, and would spread like one thing.

We have never had an outbreak beret-No,
but when the rinderpest broke out, it spread
very quickly.

Is there any inoculation for foot-nnd-moutn
disease f-Yes.

As I bare already stated, he had previously
indicated that inoculation modified the
disease only and maintained the disease, one
migbt say, almost in perpetuity in a modi-
fied form, and so was undesirable. In broad
outline, the observations of the Chief In-
ipeetor on this subject were communicated as
it-el a.; iossiblc to a majority of the wit-
nesses interested in the subject and, in con-
irtifenee of the answers that were given, the
?onmission, on page 25 of the report, para-
graphi 81, stated-

Strong representations were made to us and
inest interesting evidence given by officers of
the Veterinary Branch of the Department of
&griculture that legislation should be brought
unto being to provide a fund to compensate the
3wacrs of livestock, which were compulsorily
;dauglitered as a result of disease, and includ-
ag those whose livestock were slaughtered to
-)revent the spread of disease. By arrangement
'he of the members of the Commission went to
iome trouble to examine nearly every witness
vho appeared before us (who was in any way
!onneeted with the stoclcraising industry) on
;his subject. The majority of such 'witnesses
ippeared favourably inclined towards the cres-
ion of such a fund. Some of those who were
met opposed to it argued that the fund should
tot ha in existence unless and until an out-
wreak of some new disease-which mig-ht neecs-
:itate wholesale slaughtering-took place. They
'onsidered that it would be unwise to raise
inch a tax unless there was some actual need

for the payment of compensation on a large
scale. In short, they desired the circulmstances
under which the pig industry trust fund was
created to be repeated, namely, that the fund
was created after the outbreak of swine fever.

During the course of our inquiries we cameo
to the conclusion that the creation of a fund
in respect of sheep would be extremely diffi-
cult nor did there appear to be the same risk
of disease of the class that was under dis-
cussion in these particular livestock.

Aba result of those inquiries and of the
hearing of that evidence, the commission
camc to the conclusion-after perusing some-
what similar legislation in South Australia
and I think Victoria too-that the principle
involved was one which might be accepted
by the Legislature of this State. I say the
principle might be accepted because there is
bound to be sonic controversy as to the de-
tails, and we were not in a position at the
time to obtain the necessary statistics to
enable us to judge how much money could be
raised by striking a given tax or insurance
rate, or what the likely expenditure might
be in any given 12 months. We sought in
various quarters to obtain that information,
without result. Indeed, the Chief Stock In-
spector, although apparently he had had it
at one time in his possession from tin answer
he gave to a question, indicated that it had
been given to him in a confidential wvay and
had been destroyed after hie had made cer-
tain calculations, which calculations, or the
result of them, rather, he communicated to
the commission to the extent of stating- that
hie thought a tax of 2d. in the money ])ound
would be desirable and that it would raise in
respect of cattle in Western Australia the
sum of £E15,000 per annum.

We found that the legislation in South
Australia provided for a tax-I think a
maximum tax-of 1d. in the mioney pound;
and the answers to questions put to most of
the witnesses indicated that they were ave
to any contribution which exceeded Id. in
the money pound of the value of the animal
concerned. So the commission made a very
definite recommendation on that subject. It
asked itself two questions: (1) By what
means should the fund be credited and by
whom should it be administered?9 and (2)
what compensation should be paid and to
whom? Dealing with the first question, the
commission in its report, at page 25, said-

We were unable to obtain data and statis-
tics which would enable us fairly to estimate
the amiount that might be required to permit
such a fund to operate successfully or to cal-
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caulate the number of stack for which com-
pensation might he required in the three cases
previously referred to.

We can only recommend therefore that an
investigation should be carefully conducted by
the Department of Agriculture to determine
whether a fund collected by the means here-
inafter mentioned will be sufficient to pay i n
respect of all claims likely to arise, compen-
sation calculated- on the basis we later men-
tion. We are not prepared to impose a tax
greater than Id. in the £1. This is the figure
collected in Victoria and South Australia. If
such a tax will provide sufficient we favour
its imposition for the payment of compensa-
tion ini the cases and on the scale we discuss
in this part of this Report. Otherwise the
project should not be proceeded with.

That was the considered opinion of the
commission-that the tax should not exceed
1d. in the pound, and if it were found that
it would have to do so the fund should not
be proceeded with. I am going to adhere
to that reommendation and therefore I

-disagree with the proposal in the Bill that
there should be at maximum rate of 2d.
The 'Minister has told us that his expectn-
tion is that the imposition of a charge of
WAt. in the pound would be sufficient for
the time being. So far as I am concerned
-and I speak for myself-i would prefer
to see the rote strucek, if it is to he strutk
at all, at Id. in the pound now, that rate
to be made the maximum, and if there is
an excess as a resnit of the collection of
the extra Yid., it could he put aside as a
trust fund for some future contingency.

The Act could provide, and should pro-
vide, that if a certain amount is reached
in that trust fund then, so long as it is
there, the tax should be suspended. Then
everybody wonid know where he stood.
There would then be no necssity for con-
tinual variattions or even occasional varia-
tions in the rate that is imposed. On the
estimates apparently at present before the
Minister, there would be a surplus in that
fund. That surplus would enable some re-
serve to be built up, and if a figure were
fixed by the Act as the limit to which that
reserve fund might go if it were not called
upon, then the tax, as I said, should cease
to be imposed until the trust fund was re-
duced below that figure. I do not think
anyone who was engaged in the inquiry,
either as a witness, a looker-on or a mem-
ber of the commission, was prepared in
-any circumstances, at any time, to recomn-
mend that a tax greater than 1d1. in the

pound be assessed. That is why I pui
pose to adhere strongly to the maximumc
Id. in the pound.

The future prospects of the measureI
my mind would depend very substantiall
on whether that recommendation were ai
hered to or no, because I think it we
generally recognised that the tax would h
fairly widely collected; it would not b
cOonfined to the metropolitan area, nor woul
it be confined-so far as wve could undej
stand from the evidence-to dairy eattli
milking cows and the like. It would appi:
as I think the member for York interjecte
Just now, to store cattle as well; and whil
it would probably have immense value i
an insurance fund and um'ght at any timi
if the fears of the Chief Stock Inspectc
were realised, be required to compensat
people who otherwise would suffer ver
heavy loss through circumstances oyc
which they wouild have no control, it doe
not seem to ine that we are justified
imposingc a tax greater than 1d. in Lb
pound when all those circumstances ar
taken into account. The comn1~ssion als
recommended that there were three cases
their opinion in which cattle might be dM
stroyed for the beneft of the health c
the general good of the community. Thes
are-

(a) 'where a earease is condemned as uni
for human consumption at an abattoir(
slaughterhouse.
Provision is made for that in the Bill.

(b) Where tattle are destroyed- by order r
an inspector because they are suffering fro,
some declared disease which is infectious
contagious to other stock.
That, I think is also provided for in Lb
measure,

(e) When cattle are destroyed because the
have been in contact with other cattle bi
fected with such a disease in order to prevei
the spread of such disease outside the pri
perty of the bolder.

T do not think that that type of di
struction is contemplated by this Bill. I
it is, it is not very clear; and I am of Lb
opinion that the Bill, am the membher *e
Murray- Wellington has iniae, shoul.
be amended in order that such provisio
should be clearly made; because, as I unni
stood the evidence of the Chief Stock Ir
spector-and I thought I understood ',
fairly clearly-one of the main reasons fc
his wanting to build 'up this insurance fun
was that in the event of there being onl
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or two cattle found on the property of A
with a disease which was of so in-
fectious or contagious a nature that it
might spread immediately with disastrous
results to the property of other people
elsewhere, in such an event the inspector
would say, "You have two cattle out of
50 suffering- and the rest may be infected
by tomorrow, so we will destroy the lot."
That, I think, was virtually the position
that arose in connection with the rinder-
pest outbreak some years ago. It certainly
seems to mie to be the position that arose
with regard to swine fever in pigs which,
although it ifi not dealt with in this Bill, is
a eomparahle ease. I think it arises in
other diseases Of Pigs too, because I fancy
I recollect recent attempts to stamp out
somec strange malady on a farm in the
southqrn districts when a great number of
pigs were slaughtered in the hope of pre-
venting its spread to adjoining properties.

The Bill hardly makes it clear that eases,
of that kind which have arisen in limited
parts of the State in the past, and may
easily arise again if the Chief Stock In-
spector's evidence is to he believed, must
he taken into account. I believe the Obiet
Stock Inspector's evidence is to be relied
on in a matter of this kind. After all, we
are goinZ to place ourselves in a strange
position if we say that a man who not only
holds the office he does, but is well known
for his probity and ability, is not to b;3
taken any notice of. So, as a member of
the eowimi'ssiony I accepted his. cviddiacc
that the circumstances he indicated mnight
easily take place, and I assessed what I
believed to be the limit of the ability of the
indm'try to pay and recommended accord-
ingly, strengthened in the recommendation
by the fact that the same line of thought
has been adopted in legislation which exisr.h
in at least two of the other States whera
the mnaximumi is Id. in the pound of money.

Another thing the commission recom-
mended and for which no provision is made
in this Bill Jiq in regard to the market value
in respect of which compensation shall be
paid. The commission recommended that
in no ease should the market value of any
one head of cattle be deemed to be more
than £25 unless for good cause the Minis-
ter directs that a greater maximum he fixed
either generally or for specific types of
cattle. The Bill provides for a maximum
of £20.

The Minister for Agriculture: That is

not more than £25.

Mr. WATTS: I know it, is not.

The Minister for Agriculture: That is
in conformity with the commission's re-
commendation.

Mr. WATTS: Quite, but wait a minute!
The Minister has not provided for a greater
sum with the Minister's approval in respect
of s~pecific types of cattle or perhaps gen-
erally. Disease, as far as I know, is no
respecter of persons and, I antieipate, of
cattle either. One might just as easily have
rinderpest in cattle costing 50 guineas as
in cattle costing 10 guineas, and it is a
pretty poor sort of compensation for &.
mani who has contributed pro r-ata to the
insurance fund hecause of the value of the
cattle which he markets, to be told that his
£60 cow is to fetch a maximum of £20
under the Bill. Therefore it seemed to the
commission, and certainly seems to me, that
it is reasonable there should he a higher
figure allowed in the Minister's discretion
when, presumably acting upon the advice
of his departmental offieers,--who might be
expected to know more aboutit than either
of us-he considers the value is greater
than £20 in a specific case. I hope the bon.

gentlems an will be prepared to agree that
is a reasonable outlook on the subject; be-
cause, if this fund is to be an insurance
fund-and that is bow I view it-it cer-
tainly seems to me that it ought to insure
reasonahly not only those who own the ave-
rage type of cattle and who may lose them
because of some strange disease, but also
those who own cattle far above the average.
I propose to support the second -reading
of the measure and also the amendments
foreshadowed by the member for Murray-
Wellington. Then we will think about the
resat of the procedure.

MR. PERKINS (York) [8.27]: Unfor-
tuna tely I was not in the House when the
Minister introduced this Bill so I did not
hear his speech;, and as "Hansard" is not
available, I have not had an opportunity to
read what he had to say when he introduced
it. There is some doubt in my mind, after
hearing what the member for Murray-Well-
ington and the Leader of the Opposition
said, as to just where this legislation is going-
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to apply. I do not know whether the Mlin-
ister made that clear.

3Mr. MeLarty: No.

Mr. PERKINS: Certainly before he asks
us to support the second reading, I think

bie should give the House a pretty clear in-
dication as to within just what areas this
tax is going to be levied.

Mr. Deney: I think he intends doing so.

Mr. Watts: I do not think he knows him-
self 1

Mr. PERKINS: If he does not know hen-
self, he is going to place some members in
this House in a very difficult position in1
voting on the Bill. The member for Mur-
Tay-Wellington dealt fairly fully with the

different sources of supply of cattle for
the metropolitan fat stock market. Al-
though the member for Murray-Wellington
may have given us figures as to where these
cattle came from in the past, I point out
that the economy of this State is changing
from time to time and in many districts it
is changing quite rapidly; and although the
cattle for the metropolitan fat stock market
may have been largely drawn up to the pre-
sent from certain areas, there is no certainty
at all that in future the area of supply may
not be considerably widened.

I believe that with the development of our
wheat and mixed fanning areas to the east
of Perth and to the north-east and south-
east as well, many more cattle will come to
the fat stock market from those areas than
have been coming in the past, aid the people
producing those cattle will then be much
more interested in the condemnations at
thb abattoirs than has been the case. I think
there would probably be more justification
for bringing themn with the scope of the Bill
than there is at present. I anticipate, from
the figures quoted by the member for Mitt-
ray-Wellington, that the measure contenm-
plates that the areas outside of the South-
West and the immediate vicinity of the
metropolitan fat stock market will be
exempted from the operations of the Bill.
If that is so, then those of us who represent
electorates outside those areas will have
little to say about the matter.

The Miniser for Agriculture: That is not
so.

Mr. PERKINS: I am glad the Minister
has given us that indication because it will
raise many other questions. If he contem-

plates levying this tax on sales of cattle

spread over a large area, including the

wheatbelt where many cattle change hands

but wvhence few at present are sent to the

metropolitan fat stock market, there is little
justification for including the producers of

cattle in those districts within the scope o

the Bill. Very few cattle from those areas
are condemned because of any of the

diseases mentioned there. Obviously, those

people will gain very little from the opera-

tions of the Bill, and there is, as a result,

no justification for asking them to pay this
tax. It is also doubtful whether it is Proper
to levy this tax on stock other than that

being slaughtered for meat.

Mr. MeLarty: That would be the fairest

way.
The Minister for Agriculture: That would

be nonsense.

Mr. PERKINS: I hope the Minister will

make the position clear. In the areas I re-

present there is little ppospsibility of steob
being condemned because of any of the

diseases referred to, unless the beasts arc

sent to the metropolitan fat-stock markets

The Minister for Agriculture! What

about pleuro introduced from the North.

west?

Mr. PERKINS: We have bad no cases

anywhere outside the metropolitan area.

The Minister for Agriculture: You migh

have been lucky.

Mr. PERKINS: Possibly, but I think i

is a much better policy for the Agricultura

Department to maintain a close watch ti

see that such diseases are not introduced.

Mr. MeLarty: A close watch is kept.

Mr. PERKINS: It will be an impos
sible job to set up funds to cope with al

diseases likely to be brought into the State

The Minister for Agriculture: Only thre

diseases are mentioned.

Mr. PERKINS: This deals only with th

cattle industry, but if we are going to adop

this principle, we will have to cater for al

industries' if we have not been troubled i

this way in the past, and the department ha

been able to cope with these diseases by it

system of inspections, why try to deal wit

a position, that may never arise9

The Minister for Agriculture: Do you bi

liere in the Pig Industry Compensatlo
Fund?
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Mr. PERKINS:- We have had actual ex-
perience of a disease being introduced in
that industry, and it was right to deal with
the matter.

The Minister for Agriculture: This is the
same principle.

Mr. SPEAKER: Order! The bon. mem-
ber cannot deal with pigs on this measure.

Mr. PERKINS: Up to date we have had
110 trouble with cattle. Unless the Minister
can bring evidence to show that cattle are
likely to be affected by the introduction of
these diseases, I do not think we are justi-
fied in levyingy this tax on all cattle changing
hands. That is the point I want to cover.
If the Bill is passed, it will mean that what-
ever cattle change hand;, the owner-even if
it is A farmer selling a cow to his neighbour
-will have to give a receipt with the cattle
stamps attached to it.

The Minister for Agriculture: That is so.

MT. PERKINS:- It seems to be a clumsy
way to set up a fund.

The Minister for Agriculture: It is done
like that in South Australia and Victoria.

Mr. PERKINS: That may be so, but con-
ditions in those States might not be the same
as here. As I did not hear the Minister intro-
duce the Bill I may not be as conversant as
other members with what is actually intended,
and I hope that when he replies he will make
perfectly clear which points he desires to
cover and what areas he proposes to deal
with. I have no objection to the principle
contained in the measure provided that the
Act is intended to apply only to those people
who have need of a compensation fund. It
is very doubtful whether people who are not
likely to be affected by it should ho brought
within its scope. It will be difficult to de-
fine areas. Had the Minister said that he
was going to exempt certain areas, we could
have discussed the question of where the line
should be drawn. It Would be difficult to
draw such a line, because it would mean, in
some districts, that a farmer on one side of
a fence would he paying the tax and one
on the other side would not. The result
would be that hea-rtburnings would arise.
Although there might be difficulties in that
regard, it would be better to risk such dis-
satisfaction in order to wake the measure
operate as fairly as possible. From a
perusal of the Bill it appears to me to con-
cern mainly fat stock and, therefore, should

va? I

apply only to cattle sold to be slaughtered
for meat. If the Minister considers it should
cover a greater variety of cattle, I hope he
will make the point clear when he replies.

MR. LESIE (lit. Mershall) [8.38]:
Like the memiber for York, I was not privi-
leged to hear the MXinister explain the Bill
in detail, hut I presume he intends to reply
and he will possibly be able to answer some
of the questions agitating my mind. In en-
deax-ouring to visualise how this measure, if
it becomes an Act, will operate in my area,
I can see a number of difficulties facing the
department, and they can only be overcome
if a considerable amount of expense is to be
incurred by it. I do not think that the
following point is peculiar to my area
-other parts of the State will be the
same-ind that is that many butchers raise
and slaughter their own cattle. What is
going to happen in their ease?

The Minister for Agriculture-. If they do
not sell them, nothing happens.

Mr. LESLIE: If that is so, they will be
exempt from the provisions of the Act. If
they sell any cattle, although they arc not
suffering from any of the diseases specified
here, they will not get any compensation.
But in the event of cattle in any of these
districts contracting these diseases, or any
of them, who is going to carry out the in-
spections and condemn the eattlel I take it
that the purposes of the Bill are, fin~t of all,
to see that good meat reaches the consumer
and, secondly, that the grower or the pro-
ducer is not going to be the one to suf-
fer because his meat has been condemned.
The most unsatisfactory feature of the BiUl
is that it perpetuates a policy that seems to
be singularly applied to the primary pro-
ducer; the policy that he must carry the
whole of the burden of any help that is
given him. We tell the primary producer
that we are out to protect the rest of the
people and that we want to help him. but
that he must pay for nll the help he gets.

The Minister for Agriculture: We are out
to protect him, under this measure.

Mr. LESLIE: Yes, but he is being made
to pay for it.'

The Minister for Agriculture: What is
wrong with that?)

Mr. LESLIE: Nothing, if it applies to
the whole community, but it seems to be
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applied particularly to the primary -pro-
ducer. In my own area a marginal scheme
was introduced and assistance given to farm-
ers to rehabilitate themselves, hut restrictions
and limitations were imposed and they were
compelled to pay a price for whatever assis-
tance was given to them. This Bill is a
perpetuation of that policy. Other sections
of the community and of industry are
assisted without being called upon directly
to pay for the assistance, Of course they
all pay indirectly, through taxation, hut why
not let us have the same policy applied to
everyone concerned?7 In most country dis-
tricts the cattle change hands a number of
times, as the member for York pointed out.
Owing to the seasonal variations applying at
different times of the year, the farmer, either
during or in between seasons, may have to
dispose of his cattle anti then buy more.
He mnay get rid of them early in the season
and, before the season is over, those cattle
may have passed through the hands of three
or four different farmers.

If the cattle are to be taxed each time
they change bands it will not he long- before
it will be worthwhile for somebody' to have
them condemned, in order to get their price,
because the compensation fund will be hold-
ing as mauch money as the cattle w~ere origin-
ally worth, stamp duty being paid each time
they vhange hands. A line of demarcation
will have to be drawn. The duty payable
will have to apply only to cattle that are
put on the market for consumption in cer-
tain areas, such as the metropolitan area;
cattle that are for killing purposes and not
those sold or exchanged between farmers.
Those cattle will have to be. exempt. Certairt
areas of the State will also have to be exempt.
The Bill says that the provisions4 will ippiy
in those portions of the State that are corn-
prised within districts defined by the Gover-
nor-in-Council.

A district may be defined at any time as
one in which the. measure shall operate. I
do not disagree with that, because circumn-
stances may arise under which it is neces-
sary for certain districts to he so defined, as.
in the case of noxious weeds, and brought
under the operation of the measure. How-
ever, I foresee difficulties in applying the
provisions of the Bill. It is not clear where
they are to apply or how they arc to be
applied to the different sales of stock occur-
ring f rom timie to time. I have risen to
assist in inducing the 'Minister to make Qcer

to the House certain points that are occasion-
ing much doubt in our minds,

THE MINISTER FOR AGRICULTURE
(Hon. J. T. Tonkin-North-East Fremantle
-in reply) [8.451. The point to be remem-
bered in considering this measure is that
it is an insurance. It is not a proposal to
impose a tax on anybody, hut to establish
an insurance fund so that if through disease
a serious loss should be incurred by any in-
dividlual, lie will not be obliged to carry the
whole of the loss himself. The burden will
he spread over the whole of the producers,
therefore saving some unfortunate persons
from certain ruin. That is the principle of
the Bill. It does not confer a benefit on any-
body else, but purports to confer a distinct
benefit on the producers.

Mr. Leslie: And a burden.

The MINISTER FOR AGRICULTURE:
N'o. The producers are making a contribu-
tion to an insurance fund, in exactly the
same way as is any man who takes out life
assuirance.

Mr. Perkins: But only some producers will
benefit from it. Those that do not send
cattle to the fat-stock market -will not benefit.

The MINISTER FOR AGRICULTURE:
They will. It may be that a farmer wilt
have his stock in a paddock adjacent to a
main road, and that infected cattle passing
that property will rub noses with the cattle
inside the fence and infect them with pleuro.
That has occurred here. The unfortunate
mai , whose cattle were previously free from
disease, found that ho was called upon to
have the whole of his herd slaughtered, and
in the ease of a herd of 50 or more that is
a very serious loss, which might mean ruin.
En November, 1942, pleuro was introduced
into the metropolitan area, we believe by
North-West cattle. The matter was kept very
quiet at the time because we did not desire
any hariu to come to the producers in the
North-West through people not wanting to
bur their cattle, thinking they would be
diseased.

'When the outbreak occurred in the metro-
politan area a herd of 35 dairy cows, 26 of
which were in full production, had to he
destroyed because one of the animals de-
veloped pleuro. The only return that the
owner received was that from the abattoirs.
H1e was permitted to take his cattle to the
abattoirs and have them slaughtered. He
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was, given the option of doing that or having
them quarantined for three months. If dur-
ing that period one of the beasts developed
pleuro the quarantine period would have to
run for a further three months, which meant
the possibility of an indefinite period of quar-
antine. As the inan concerned was depiend-
ent upon the cattle for his livelihood that
meant a i'ery serious loss to him, and be
elected to have his cattle slaughtered. Ten
days afterwards another herd in that dis-
trict developed pleuro from contact with
some of the animials of the herd that had
been slaughtered. It was. then necessary to
order the slaughter of that herd, which for-
tunately involved only seven head. The point
is that those producers had to carry the
w'hole of the loss themiselves, because of the
necessity to take stringent measures to pre-
vent the spread of thv disease. Then there
wab ain outbreak or pleuro in Midland Junc-
tion in 1936. Prompt action was taken and
the outbreak was stamnped oat. The main on
whose property it occurred had to bear the
f IlI loss.

Mr. Perkins: Where dlid the contact come
from i

Thle MIN1ISTER P011 AGRICULTURE:
It iij a.-sunwed that the contact came from
cattle fromn the -North-West, but that was
not definitely established.

Mr. MeLarty: But North-West cattle are
not allowed out before slaughter!

The MINISTER FOR AGRICULTURE:
As the result of that outbreak, a resolution
was, passed at the meeting of the South-West
Conference to the effect that the Government
should take drastic steps to prevent pleuro
from occurring in the metropolitan area.
Then there was another outbreak in 1937.
That occurred in the M,%idland areas and over
360 cattle were involved. In fact, 335 cattle
were slaughtered, seven of them as actually
suffering from the disease and the remainder
as contacts. Fortunately, as the animals were
slaughtered promptly the owners of the stock
did not suffer total losses because they were
able to recover the earcase value of the cattle
in the form of beef. Naturally that applied
only to the animals that were free from
disease. The point there is that there wans
110 coni satL8ion fun11( froni wh~iich payriieiit,
could be drawn by the owners.

passed another resolution urging, the neces-
sity for the Protection of the southern por-
tions of the State from an outbreak of plenro
in cattle. Ia November, 1942, the presence
of pleuro was suspected in cattle at Bridge-
town. After tests had been carried out and
a thorough investigation made, no evidence
of the disease was found. There was no
further outbreak until the two I have re-
ferred to in 1942. The point in all this is
that it is desirable for something to be done
to prevent unfortunate owners from having
to shoulder the whole of the burden should
an outbreak of disease occur.

Mr. Leslie: You will still have to take
action to prevent any such outbreak.

The MINISTER FOR AGRICULTURE:
Of course, that goes without saying. Ia
order to have an insurance fund that will be
of value when needed, stability is necessary,
and therefore contributions to the fund must
be sufficient to meet not only current annual
demands but to make it possible for the
fund to build up speedily against the possi-
bility of an outbreak or epidemic. Several
members suggested that the stamp duty
should be so reduced as to make it merely
corer current demiand-,- hut if i lji, were
done we would never have a fund built up
at all, certainly not one that would with-
stand any serious demand upon it. Should
an epidemic occur the fund would be quickly
exhausted. What is the use of an insurance
fund of that type? That is why I propose
in the Bill that the maximum contribution
shall be 2d., not that it is intended to impose
anything like 2d. straightaway.

Believing that an impost of 3 4d. in the f
will probably be adequate, we have never-
theless retained power immediately to call
for a levy of 2d. should a serious outbreak
occur, thereby helping to maintain the sol-
vency of the fund. There is no desire to
impose a heavy tax upon the producer;, but
what is proposed represents prudent finance
in their own interests. The member for Mur-
ray-Wellingtonk pointed out that there was
no provision for a Treasury contribution
to the fund whereas the Treasury had con-
tributed to other funds. That is quite true
with regard to the Dairy Cattle Compensa-
tion Fund and even to the fund provided for
in the Milk Bill, but is not true with regard
to the fund associated with the pig, industry.

Following that outbreak the Southi-W1est 'Mr. Rodoredla: Or the Members of Par-
Conference, at a mieeting in October, 1937, lianient Fund Act!
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The MINISTER FOR AGRICULTURE:
With regard to the Dairy Cattle Compensa-
tiun Fund, in that instance there was anl
attempt on the part of the Government to
ensure that a product should be clean and
wholesome for the people generally.

.r. McLarty: Does that not apply here,
seeing that this deals with disease9

The MINISTER FOR AGRICULT URE:
Yeq, hut in the interests of the producers
and the fund will carry a big burden if their
stock is slaughtered. In connection with the
D~airy Cattle Compensation Fund, the ohject
was to test the cattle and eradicate tuber-
eiilosis in the interests of a clean and whole-
some milk supply, which would benieft
others.

11r. MeNfLarty:. In this instance, is it not
the desire to have a clean and wholesome
beef supply?

Thu 'MINISTER FOR AGRICULTURE:
Of eourse it is. But that is guaranteed now
s~eeing- that the careases are inspected when
thle animals are slaughltered. Under those
vonditions diseased meat cannot reach the
commnunity. In this instance the compensa-
tion fund is to reimburse people who may
he owners of animals that are condemned or
destroyed. There is that distinction.

Mr. Perkins: But this covers others thant
those condemned.

The MINISTER FOR AGRICULTURE:
Yes. The Bill provides that if any cattle
within a prescribed area are suspected-
they do not have to be proved to be diseased
and may merely be suspected of suffering
from disease--of being affected, they can be
slaugfitercd and the owner compensated ac-
cordingly.

Mr. Perkins: It covers much more than
the figures referred to by the member for
Murray-Wellington.

The IMINISTER FOR AGRICULTURE:
Of course. The member for Murray-Wel-
lington was very much astra- in his figures
and was most illogical. He worked on anl
average basis of £12 per head and I was
prepared to accept an averagc of £C14. He
then argued against £C20 being fixed as the
maximum amount of compensation and con-
tended the amount should be £25. If the
hon. member contemplates that there will
be many cattle for which £25 a head will
have to be paid-

Mr. Mebarty: I do not.

The MINISTER FOR AGRICULTUiRE
Then what is the hon. member wonryinj
about? His average would be much highei

Mr. Perkins: What about stud stock?

The MINISTER FOR AGRICULTURE
The contribution to the fund is to be 2
stamp duty, up to a maximum of 2s. 6d
That means to say, an owner will not con
tribute on the basis of a beast worth £5'
or £100. I rewind members that this niethe'
does not differ at nll from that adopted ii
connection with the Milk Bill under whie;
-%vr fixed ;the maximum compensation fo
dairy cattle at £20. I should say one coi)'
expect to find more valuable animals amonj
dairy cattle than among beef cattle.

Mr. MeLarty: But you would pay mar
money for a beef bull.

The M1INISTER FOR AGRICULTURE
Is that soc?

Mr. MeLarty: Of course it is.

The MINISTER FOR AGRICULTURE
I am not so sure that that is correct. Wool.
the hon. member pay more than that fo
"Koojan Ace?"

M r. MeLarty: You would have to pa
heavily for a beef bull.

Thle M1INISTER FOR AGRICULTURE
At any rate, I do not want to start a
argument on that point for there is root
for a great difference of opinion.

Mr. MeLarty: No, there is not. You as
your advisers.

The MINISTER FOR AGRICULTURE
The hon. inumber remarked that he did n<
believe there would be very many beasts fc
which compensation amounting to £25
head would have to be paid. If they are s
few, why worry about making special prc
vision for them? I consider that the amour
of £20 in most cases would provide reasor
able compensation. The hon. member suj
gested that We should arrive at the prih
of the animial before slaughter takes piac,
Ordinarily that will be done, but it won]
be wrong to insist upon it, because if i%
had cattle affected with pleura and the it
arIeetor and owner could not agree upon U
pr-ice, the cattle would have to remain thi
with the disease until the price to be pai
had been agreed upon.

Mr. MAeLarty: But you could send som4
one to value it.
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The MINISTER FOR AGRICULTURE:
The Bill provides that the inspector order-
ing- the destruction and the owner shall agree
upon a price, and in nine eases out of ten
they- would agree. The inspector would
probably suggest one price and the owner
another and dou~btles they would end o
by splitting thle difference to get a reason.
aile price. That is what happens.

Mr. IfeLarty: Not always.

The MI1NISTER FOR AGRICULTURE:
Where it dloes not happen, there is provision
for the appointment of a third person as
arbitrator, who himself shall fix the price.
But what is going to happen while the third
person is being obtained? We would not
anticipate disagreement in the first place.
b~ut at disagreement might occur, and the dis-
eased animal would have to be left there
while arrangements were made for an arbi-
trator to come in and fix the price. -In such
circumstances the right thing to do would be
to slaughter the animall and fix the price
afterwards. Normally it would be dlone in
the way the hon. member suggested, hut to
layv down a hard-and-fast rule would be
bad business. There should be some elats-
ticity to meet eases in which the immediate
destruction of diseased animals is essential.
That is why the provision as it stands has.
been included in the Bill.

M1r. MeLarty: The Government might ap-
point ta valuer in each district.

The 'MINISTER FOR AGRICULTURE:
I think the method provided in the Bill will
be satisfactory. We have had no difficulty
with the method previously, and I cannot
understand why it should present any diffi-
eulty in future. The member for Mt. Mar-
shall said his objection was that this wa'i
something the producers would have to pay
for, and that this was the principle all the
timte, namely, that anything the producers
got, they had to pay for. Of course that
is a lot of nonsense, as I shall show. Thi
iiry, ing industry in this State during 1945-
16 was subsidised to the extent of £239,000;
[he wheat industry to the extent of £375,001)
in Western Australia, £400,000 in South!
Australia and £:610,000 in New South Wales.
stock feeders in Western Australia received
Rssistanee in 1945-46 to the extent of
C300,000, and the superphosphate subsidy
ror this State was £828,750.

Mr. Perking: Are you quoting Common-
wealth subsidies?

The MINISTER FOR AGRICULTURE:
These are subsidies paid to primary indus-
tries.

Mr. Perkins: What about all the money
the Commonwealth is taking out of primar~y
industries?

The MINISTER FOR AG1RICULTUJRE:
The statement made by the member for Mt.
Marshall was that the primary prouucvoi
had to pay for everything and got nothinwr
in return.

Mr. Perkins: If you quote Commonwealth
subsidies, wre arc down about £10O,000,000.

Mr. SPEAKER: Order! The Minise:'
must be allowed to make his statement.

Thle M1INISTER FOR AGRICULTURE:
The hon. member is making a general
statement, but I am quoting figures in sill)-
port of my contention. There is no occasion,
to quote further figures, but I have detail'
of millions of 1!ounds of subsidies paid tij
primary jproducers in all branches.

Mr. Perkins: If you want figures, 1 am
prepared to give you p~lenty.

The MINISTER FOR AGRICULTURE:
I shall give the hon. member a complete list
later on, but not on this Bill.

Mr. Seward: I do not think we shall see
it.

The MINISTER FOR AGRICULTURE:
I am sure the hon. member will see it. The
only other point raised concerned the fi.'-
tricts to which the mecasure should apply, .
Having regard to the fact that instance'
have ocenirred in the metropolitan area ot

pleuro being introduced from the north, and
thle introduction of that pleura resulting in
loss to people in the south-

Mr. Leslie: That was somebody's fault.

The MINISTER FOR AGRICULTURE:
Yes, but whose? It was also somebody's
misfortune.

Mr. Leslie: Your departmient's.

The MINISTER FOR AGRICULTURE:
It would have been somebody's fault hadl
the direase spread hut, in consequence of th-
ipronirt acetion takfn br the department, it
did not spread. and the $isaise was eonflnv1
to two r0 1 ertie".

The Premier: That is correct.
Mr. TLe-lic: Tfow% did it get down here!
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The MINISTER FOR AGRICULTURE:
It was brought here by diseased rattle fromn
the north.

Hion. W. D. Johnson: Perhaps it came
from the. Mt. Marshall district.

The M1INISTER FOR AGRICULTURE:
The point to bear in mind is that the un-
fortunate producers in the southern portion
of the Slate band to bear a loss for s-onc-
thing that came from somewhere else. Would
it be fair in such circumistances to say that
the whole of the cost of the insurance fund
should be borne by people occasioned loss
through cattle being brought from districts
that nmade no contribution at all? That
would not be a fair proposition. So it is
intended that every part of the State, ex-
cept the South-West and metropolitan area,
shall bear some of the burden. It is not in-
tended to proclaim the whole of the State
as an area so that sales taking place ay
where within the State shall be subject to
this tax, but it is intended that for cattle
brought from the north and sold in the
metropolitan area, there shall be a contri-
bution to the fund.

Mr. MeLarty: Then we should say that
tick fever shall he one of the diseuses.

The MINISTER FOR AGRICULTURE:
The Bill provides for three specific diseases,
the obvious intention being that, should the
necessity arise to compensate other pro-
ducers for loss occasioned by some other
disease, provision can be made accordingly.
But we shall never reach that position if
we reduce the amount of contribution to
the fund and severely limit the number of
people who will contribute to the. fund.
Once we recognise the necessity for and de-
sirability of establishing a compensation
fund, the next thing is to ensure that such
a fund shall have stability and will be avail-
able for use if required.

Surely it is better for the producers gen-
erally and individually to make a contribu-
tion to the fund without ever drawing, upon
it than to be subject at any time to serious
loss because of the misfortune of getting
some disease into their herds! The con-
tribution they will make is not a heavy
one. It is an insurance. I know what
my view would be were I a produc~er.
I would be quite happy to keep on paying
that contribution in order that my cattle
mnight be free of disease, but knowing that

if they did contract disease I would no
have to carry the whole burden myself;
would be spread. if the contribution to th1
fund is such as to enable it to build u;
a credit because there has been no big drait
upon it, then obviously what will be dam
will be to reduce the amount of the con
tribution. That course has been followec
before. There is no intention whatever t(
impose a heavy levy upon the producers
the sole reason is to guarantee the stahiit'
of the fund in the interests of the producer
themselves.

Question put and passed.

Bill read a second time.

In Committee.

Mr. Rodoreda in the Chair; the Mlinistei
for Agriculture in charge of the Bill.

Clausecs 1 and 2-agreed to.

Clause 3-Interpretation:
Mr. MeLARTY: Although I have no

an amendment on the notice paper in re
gard to this clause, because I did not realisi
that one would ho necessary until I ha
heard the Minister, I move an amen dment-

That in line 2 of the definition o:
"'disease'' after the word ''actinomycosis'
the words ''tick fever" be inserted."

I know the Kimberley growers are no
aware that they would be required to pai
this proposed tax. On the second reading
I told the Minister that an average of abets
12,000 cattle per year came from the Kim
berleys, The diseases specified in this defi
nition, other than pleuro-pneumon ia, an
practically non-existent in the Kimberleys
Only one bullock in many thousands migh
be condemned for tuberculosis; if it suf.
fered from that disease it would never hi
sent to the metropolitan area. Cease
quently, it is extremely unlikely that thi
Kimberley growers will ever be compen.
sated in respect of that disease. The tw(
diseases from which Kimberley cattle suf.
fer are pleuro-pneumonia and tick fever. Ii
the thousands of cattle there are to bi
taxed, surely both those diseases should hi
provided for. If tick fever breaks out ii
a mob of cattle they have to be slaughtere
very quickly. The butchers are given foul
days in which to sell them at the owners
risk. I ask the Minister to give furthe7:
considertion to this matter. It is but fai-
to the Kimberley growers that they shoul(

am7
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have some chance of considering this point
before the Bill is passed.

The MINISTER FOR AGRICULTURE:
The member for Murray-Wellington over-
looks the fact that the lKimberley owners
are asked to make a contribution to assist
people who might suffer loss as; a result of
disease introduced from the North. To In-
elude tick fever among the diseases for
which compensation is to be paid would
s;eriously threaten the stability of the fund
on the basis on whic!h it is proposed to he
established. There would be no fund and no
compensation for anybody. The better plan
is to allow the fund to be established on the
basis of the three diseases mentioned in
the definition. Powrer is reserved to in-
clude other diseases and, if experience shows
that the fund could be extended to cover
them, consideration could be given to the
matter. I cannot accept the amendment;
it would destroy the fund.

Mr. MeLARTY: The cattle to which I
referred are already taxed in order to pre-
vent disease. There is a dipping fee of,
I think, 6d. per head for tick fever. The
Minister should take that into considera-
tion. As I told the Minister, it costs £6 5s.
per head for every bullock sent to the metro-
politan area before it is sold and it is now
proposed to impose a further tax from
which the producers will not derive any
benefit.

Mr. Triat: They could derive some bene-
fit.

Mr. MeLARTY: I should he glad if the
hon. member would explain what benefit
they could receive.

Mr. Triat: Cattle in the North suffer
fronm T.B.

MXr. MoLAR TY: T.B. in eattle exists
everywhere, hut in the North, including the
hen, member's district, eases of T.B. are
exceedingly few and far between.

Mr, Perkins: What losses are there fromn
pleuro-pacumoni4?

Mr. MeLARTY: The loss down here is
.per cent. There is no need to rush the

Bill through tonight and I hope the Min-
ister will give those interested time for con-
sideration.

Mr. PERKINS: I, too, hope that the Min-
ister will delay the further consideration

of the matter for a while. Unfortunately
I was not in the Chamber whien the Bill
was introduced, but it has been proceeded
with very quickly. If the Minister will
leave the matter until the next sitting of the
Housc, we will have More opportunity to
give consideration to it. The Minister has
apparently given us quite a lot more in-
formation now than he gave in his seconI
reading speech.

The Premier: That is not so.

The Minister for Lands: You were not
in the House; and you have not read
"'Hansard,

2%r. PERKI'NS: I am judging by the re-
action of other members. If I am wvrong,
let thle 'Minister Correct me. I qay that
apparently the Minister has given fresh ini-
formation, particularly about the diseases
he is trying to guard against and the out-
breaks that have occurred. It svems that on
the second reading, he gave no specific in-
formation of previous outbreaks bitt he ha.;
given that information at a later stage.
For many of us that has altered the whole
complexion of the Bill. Everything de-
pends on just what the danger is to the'
cattle of the State and where the- danger
exis-ts. The member for Murray-Welling-
ton has also raised the question of another
disease which is not provided for. If the
Minister includes tick fever in the list of
diseases, it looks as though that may re-
quire the highest levy possible under the
Bill in order to keep the fund solvent. That
would mean that stock owners in the south-
ern 1part of the State would be subsidising
the fund for the benefit of northern cattle;
whereas now the northern cattle are sub-
sidising the fund to some degree, as the
Bill stands, for the benefit of the southern
cattle. That i§ a matter to which I think
we should give further consideration. Ap-
parently a point has been raised which the
Minister has not had the opportunity to
discuss fuLlly with his technical officers. I
hope lie will. give us an opportunity to dis-
cuss it a little further with the producers
we represent.

Amendment put and negatived.

Clause put and passed.

Clause 4-agreed to.

Progress reported.
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*ANNUAL ESTIMATES, 1946-47.

In Committee of Supply.

Debate resumed from the previous day on
the Treasurer's Financial Statement and on
the Annual Estimates, 10r. Itodoreda in the
Chair,

Yohr-Legislitire Council, &,760.

MR. TRIAT (.1t. Magnet) [9.251: The
second Budget introduced by the present
Treasurer appeals to mec, as did the first one.
1. presume that, like every other Treasurer,
he has had to budget according to the
amount of money available, The proposed
expenditure of £14,000,000 in Western Aus-
tralia during the coming period is not a
great amount of money, but it is all that
can he obtained. I have listened carefully
to the Treasurer, and since then to speakers
from the Opposition, dealing with the ques-
tion of uniform taxation. 1 have heard
quite a lot of expressions of optimism re-
garding what may occur in the future in re-
lation to that subject. For myself, I amn
lpe-simistie. ahout it. I contend that once
tiny Government, no matter what its politi-
cal complexion, is given power to levy taxa-
tioin, it will not relinquish such power unless
forced to do so. The decision of the highest
tribunal of Australia has given the Com-
monwealth Government the sole right to tax
us; qo it is obvious that the States will be
subordinated to the Commonwealth's finan-
cial plan and will have to depend on the
Commonwealth for what they receive to
carry on. I consider that wve arc now right
out of the field of taxation.

As a matter of fact, I believe that most
people in the Commnonwealth have no desire
to revert to the old method of two systems
of taxation. They feel that one taxing
authority and one filling in of forms should
be sufficient, and I believe that is what will
occur. In future, the money we have to spend
will be whatever we c!an receive through the
channels through which we are at present
obtaining finance. I also heard quite a lot
from the Leader of the Opposition and the
Leader of the Liberal Party about migra-
tion. T heardi my fiend over there May that
we would need an increase of 70,000 people
per year in order to assure the continued
existence of this country in 20 years;, and
that uinless we had that population, the
Japanese would probably attempt to attack

Australia again. I am glad members have
awakened to the existence of the Japanese
menace to Australia. I remember that prior
to the Jap;anese comning into the war, 1, as a
new member, made a statement as to the
danger of Japanese invasion, and I was
ridiculed,

Mr. MeLarty:- I remember that quite well.

Mr. TRIAT: I realised there was a great
danger from countries north of Australia,
and I realise that the danger of attack in
less than 20 years' time still exists,

Mr. Seward: They will not forget this
war.

Mr. TRIAT: They will not forget any
war. Any country that has been defeated
will he prepared to seek revenge. Not only
are the Japanese a menace, but there are
other people much closer-40,000,000 of
them at our -very doorstep, I do not think
they are too friendly to the white raue of
any country, whether it be Australia, Great
Britain, America or any other nation. I
agree that we need to have more population
either by natural increase or by a policy of
migration. But I cannot for the life of me
see how we can expect to attract people
under existing conditions, Where are we
going to house them't Our own people are
short of accommodation. We have married
folk with families living in hovels and barns
and anywhere else they can get. That occurs
in Western Australia and elsewhere in the
Commonwealth. There arc squatters in
Queensland taking up military positions and
they are going to be ejected.

Until we can satisfy the wishes of our own
people and give them decent accommodation,
we cannot expect others to come to this
country to live, I amu of the opinion that all
that men or women living in any part of
the world desire is to get to some place where
food is plentiful and work and shelter are
obtainable, and where there is security for
them in their old age. Those are the re-
quirements of ordinary men and women
everywhere, I do not care from what country
they come. People complain about the
standard of living in Australia. If we eon-
aider Europe, we will find that the standard
in many parts of that continent is much
better than exists in Australia-or at any
rate, it has been, Not a great number of
Danxes desire to come to this country, be-
cause their standard of living is superior to
ours. The only way to 'get good migration is
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to satisfy the wants of the people in the
way of housing, permanent employment and
security in old age.

Mr. McDonald: We should make the coun-
try attractive.

M~r. TRIAT: Yea. By doing that not
only wili we drawv the best in the world, hut
those of every class. People wvill willingly
come here to rear their families because
they will have security for all time. There
is some peculiarity about politics and law-
making. I can remember reading that an
inventor, years ago, invented a machine
driven by some sort of power, presumably
steam, and the authorities in the coun-
try where it was invented became frightened
aiid insisted upon someone running in front
of the machine, waving a red flag. The
speed of the vehicle was, of course, fixed at
the pace of the man preceding it. In the
course of time, progress overcame that idea
and the ehoppy with the red flag was dis-
pensed with, but the principle is still re-
tained in institutions such as Parliament.
Sonic people say that is tradition and
that tradition is a good thing, and so it is
in some eases, but, not all. When I first
came into Parliament-and even at the last
opening of Parliament-I was struck by our
old traditions.

Mr. Abbott: Do you think there is a Ted
flag here?

Mr. TRIAT: Yes. On the last occasion we
had a Deputy for the Lient.-Governor who
opened Parliament by saying in deep and
solemn tones, "Hon. members of the Legis-
lative Council and members of the TLegisla-
tive Assembly." That is tradition. There is
no difference between the two, but the inem-
hers of one House are termed "Honourable"~
but not those of tile other.

The Premier: I hope there is a lot of
difference.

Mr. TRIAT: Because one place has red
floor-coverings the members are termed
"Honourable," but not those in the other
place. That is tradition. It is astonishing
how tradition tends to act as a deterrent.
The chappy with the red flag is evidently
right in the middle of our Parliament. A
Select Committee was mentioned in the dis-
missions on the last Bill dealt with here to-
night. Members from both sides of the
House were appointed to that committee and
they travelled almost over the length and

breadth of the State to obtain evidence from
practical men interested in the pursuits
under investigation. Each man on the com-
mittee became an expert, by practice, at ob-
taining and sifting the necessary evidence.
The committee formulated a report after
much thought and consideration. It was
handed over to the Minister-and again the
chappy with the red flag steps in-who
passed the report oa to another official who
had had no personal contact with the various
witnesses but fornied, lby skipping through
the pages of the evidence, the opinion that
something was not quite right. As a result
the report hais not been dealt with and two
years have gone by. The matter now is al-
most as dead as the dodo. We should have
carried on with it while it was still alive.
That is how the c-happy with the red flag
holds up progress in civilised Parliaments.

If the Premier at any time desires to short
circuit procedure he cuts out the chappy
with the red flag- by moving the suspension
of Standing Orders. But the old traditions
require us not to do that but to proceed in
an orthodox manner. If we are to get new
homes quickly we should not follow the old
traditions, but should go after them. I am
gl]ad the Government has appointed a com-
missioner to inquire into the question and
I hope that when his report is tabled we will
deal with it immediately. The people who
are prepared to go into the country to work
are entitled to consideration. We should
build homes for them and not for the people
who wvant to stay in the city. I would not
build a home for anyone in the city. I would
say that there is no work for people in the
city. Two-thirds of the people in this State
arc congregated in the metropolitan area, and
that is totally wrong. Let us build homes on
the Goldfields and in the timber and farming
-areas for pcople who are prepared to go
there. And we should not build houses at
£1,250 a time.

Let us erect homes that working men can
afford to buy. In my opinion £600 is the

axainumn price thant any working man who
is married should be asked to pay. Today,
however, they are required to buy hiome's at
£1,250. A married man with two children
to keep will never he able to complete his
purchase; he will be paying it out of his
old age pen~ion. All sorts of things holdl
up progress, and it is har-d to blame an 'ybody
in particular. It is tradition to hold on to
things for a while. A matter of interest be-
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conies a nine days wonder, and then it is past I have had to appeal to the Railway
anybody's business and everyone forgets
about it. When it is again brought forward
it is decaying, and it smells. We should
get on with such things while they are fresh.
The Premier made certain statements about
expenditure, including that of the railways.
In the Press this morning I noticed that the
railways show their biggest deficit yet-over
£960,000 for 12 months. That is a shocking
thing, but we cannot blame the department
altogether.

In the past I have said much against the
railways, but I sympathise with them on this
occasion because they are overburdened with
interest payments. As a result it is impos-
sible for them to have any incentive to make
ends meet. It is time the Government took
sonic of that impost away. It should be a
debt on the people of the State. We should,
as other States have done, transfer it to
the debts of the State. With the increased
cost of coal, which is terriffic-the coal bar-
onis are getting a great rake-off; no-one inter-
feres with their profits, except the taxation
people-the increase in wages and the
greater amount of holidays, I do not see how
the railways can attempt to pay unless they
do something in the matter of freights and
fares. I should be the last to suggest that
freights and fares should be increased be-
cause I represent an electorate many hun-
dreds of miles from the city and this matter
affects my people. But I would not be
worth my salt if I did not say that freights
are too low and that, because of the increases
in wages and costs of production freights
and fares must he proportionately increased.
For many years we have carried freights at
a loss-good old tradition again-for certain
people. I refer to the farmers on this
occasion.

Mr. Cross? Superphosphate, for instance.

Mr. TRIAT: Yes. We have done that
for years. We know that many farmers who
die today leave estates to the value of £12,000
and £E14,000, yet the taxpayer is called upon
to pay his freight charges because he bag to
meet the loss of £960,060. Let us awaken
to the fact that we must do something, and
that the farmer is able to stand on his own
feet today; that the railways must receive
more revenue. When that is done we can
ask the Railway Department to do more for
the peoplo of the country than it has done
in the past. Unfortunately, for some time

Department not to pull up one piece of line
in my electorate.

Mr. North: What about subsidies?

Mr. TRIAT: The taxpayer has to meet a
deficit of £960,000, and pay a subsidy also.
Let the people who can, stand on their own
feet. If they fail the Government can then
give consideration to again decreasing the
fares or freights for such individuals. In
one part of my electorate a train service is
required once per fortnight only, and it is
regrettable that I have had to approach the
Railway Department and ask it to let that
line carry on for the time being' It is the
only means of transport there. The depart-
ment was good enough to agree to allow that
line to operate for a little longer, but I
suppose the time will come when it will
have to go out of operation, if the popula-
tion does not increase.

I think an overhaul of our Railway De-
partment is long overdue. When the present
Commissioner was re-appointed to his posi-
tion I was not keen on that re-appointment.
I can remember the then Premier, the mem-
ber for Geraldton, making the statement in
the House that he was prepared to consider
the appointment of a hoard of management
to control the railways. Nothing more was
heard of that. Had that suggestion been
carried out I believe our railways would
have been in a much better position than
the ,y are today. In saying that, I have in
mind the report of the Royal Commission
appointed to inquire into the Australian
Standard Garratt Locomotive. If ever I
read a report strongly in condemnation of
people in authority-though couched in very
nice language-At is this. I will refer to two
pages of the report. Had a board of man-
agement been in control of our railways I
am confident there would have been no occa-
sion for a report such as this. On page 10
of the report the Commissioner says--

By November, 1.944, the several States men-
tionod had bad more experience of their per-
formance. The Queensland attitude towards
the locomotives was definitely hostile. Tasmania
was unwilling to take any more until modifica-
tions had been made to the structures. The
various complaints in general were voiced at
a special meeting of the Commonwealth LanA
Transport Board held in Canberra on the 7th
November, 1944. The meeting was dealing
primarily with the completion of the pro-
gramme of construction of the locomotivxes.
It also discussed wb.ajgndification should be
made in the design of locomotives already in
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service and in those yet to be completed. The
Chief Transport Officers of the various Aus-
tralian systems were represented. A number
of the locomotives had not been commenced,
but it was thought that it would be cheaper
to have them built than to pay compensation
moneys to contractors. I have reason to be-
lieve that the Commonwealth than had the
locomotives in the market for sale and efforts
wvere made to sell them abroad, as well as
within the Commonwealth. There were appar-
ently no buyers abroad and the States were
pressed to purchase. Up to this time the
locomotives had been. leased by the State
systems from the Commionwealth. But,' as
already pointed out, they came too late to
s'erve their purpose.

Against the hostile attitude of Queensland
and the lukewarm attitude of Tasmania, a
Western Australian representative at this con-
ference declared that the locomotives had
given satisfaction in Western Australia and
that no difficulties had been experienced there.
There is ample evidence that difficulties and
objections had been raised in Western Aums-
trnlia and 1. cannot understand how such a
statement could have been made.

There is a case where a board of manage-
ment definitely would have said that objec-
tions had been lodged to that class of loco-
motive in Western Australia, hut, with a
Commissioner controlling the Railway De-
partment, with technical men under him, that
statement was made. I am given to under-
stand that one of the -tehnical men was
responsible for the design of this locomotive.
It whs his baby, and be would not condemn
it. The report continues--

At this time the Commissioner of Railways
of Western Australia had recommended to the
Government the purchase of 10 A.S.G. loco-
motives whieb were theii in servie under
lease from the Commonwealth, and shortly
afterwards he made a recommendation that
15 additional locomotives should be bought.
It is clear that the Chief Mechanical Engineer
(Mr. Mills, the designer of the locomotive)
.and the Chief Traffic Manager of the Western
Australian Government Railways (Mr. Evains)
had no hesitation in supporting the recom-mendation. The Commonwealth at that time
was asking approximately £18,000 for each
locomotive end these two officials thou ght
that by comparison with the S class loco-
motive, one of the newest and most powerful
engines ott the State system-which cost
£16,000-the A.S.G. locomotive was good buy-
ing. Subsequently, it seems, by the use of
various arguments, the purchase of the loco-
motives was arranged at £12,000 each. The
Chief Truffle Manager stated in evidence that
he was so satisfied with the locomotive that
on the 27th July, 1945, in a joint report with
the Chief Mechanical Engineer he recom-
mended the purchase of an additioaal five.

That was a disaster, and it was not war-
ranted when the locomotives were not satis-
factory. However, we had to take them
and today we see a report by a Royal Com-
missioner adverse to the whole of that busi-
ness. I will refer next to page 52 of the
report where, in my opinion, there is a
scathing paragraph dealing with the admin-
istration of the Railway Department. I
absolve nobody in the railway administra-
tion from this. Everybody there in authori-
tative positions, the Chief Traffic Manager,
the Chief Mechanical Engineer and the Comn-
missioner of Railways are equally to blamne.
Had a board of management been appointed,
it would, in similar circumstances1 have been
equally to blame. At page 52 of the report
the Commissioner says--

With the wisdom or otherwise of the plan
to build them, Your Excellency's Royal Conm-
mission is not concerned. It is concerned,
however, with the purchase by the State of
25 of theo locomotives. The only question is
-were they such good buying as the admin-
istration maintains? The answer is, definitely,
-no! Such a large number of locomotives
of an experimental design should not have
been bought. By July, 1944, many defects
of major import had become manifest, as is
shown by a series of resolutions passed at a
meeting of the Mechanical Engieers sub-
committee of the Commonwealth Land Trans-
port Board held in that month. These defects
were accentuated as time went on and should
have been apparent to the railway administra-
tion before November, 1044, when it was de-
cided to buy the locomotives. In my opinion
that decision to purchase was an error of
judgment. I think the enthusiastic confidence
displayed by the Chief Mechanical Engineer
and the Chief Traffic Manager in recommend-
ing the purchase, in the face of their history
and all the experience which had been gained,
was entirely misplaced.

That is strong language. The report con-
tinues-

In addition to the initial cost of E18,000
for each locomotive, the Government has to
face the prospective cost of making the loco-
motives roadworthy and there will be a large
amount of expenditure, difficult to estimate,
which will have to be incurred in adjusting
details. There is also the general loss which
will be caused by dislocation due to taking
the locomotives into shops-a loss which it is
impossible to estimate.

That is a terrible statement to have to make
about responsible officers, holding such posi-
tions, who are entitled to expend taxpayers-'
money at the rate of £C960,000 per annum. I
sincerely trulst the Government wvill give con-
sideration to the promise made by the then
Premier, the member for Geraldton, end
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alter the constitution of the railway admin-
istration by appointing a board of manage-
ment.

Mr. North: Do you mean three commis-
sioners?

Mr. TRIAL: I envisagae a board of man-
agement representative of the business com-
munity, the workers and the Government. It
has been proved conclusively that the rail-
way administration has for years past not
been satisfactory.

Mr. Perkins: You did not support the
Opposition when it moved in that direction.

Mr. TRIAT: I was not here, or I would
have supported it. I would always support
any move to do away with the Commissioner
of Railways. The Royal Commissioner goes
a little further, and has this to say:

One cannot afford to ignore the position of
the State railway system in regard to loco-
motive stock. The situation is serious and
the question to be considered is-what is to
be done to prevent, as far possible, wholesale
disorganisations of traffic and loss to the
State? It is unthinkable that locomotives
which cost about a million and a half pounds
of public money ',and all of the locomotives
built by the Commounwealthi are affected by
this Report) should be thrown on the sernp-
heap if they can be made roadworthy.

The Premier: That is a very important
senitence.

'Mr. TRIAL. It certainly is a ver *y im-
portant sentence. The engines have to be
made roadworthy and the Commissioner does
-iot know what the cost of that wvill he.

Mr. North: But that is not our expendi-
ture, is it-the £C1,500,000 you mentioned?

Mr. TRIAT: No, that is throughout the,
Commonwealth. One hats only to read what
appears in the Press in the Eastern States
to know what is happening there. We know
that in shed after shed these locaniotivr-s
qrp laid by in Queensland where the men
wilt not handle them. I am afraid we have
not watehed our own affairs closely enough.i
We have been content to heave this mnater,
in the hands of the offliia, and during the
whole of the wartime period the Conimis-
simner has been mostly in the, Easter-n 'Statvs
carrying out duties on behalf of tie Com-
monIwealth.

The Minister for Lands: And building
thiese engines.

Mr. TRIAT: Yes,, building engines after
thle design arranged in England. We ha' e

mnade a grave mistake and we should no',
permit that to happen again, While I sym-
pathise wvitli the administration of the Rail-
way Departmnent, I certainly cannot sympath-
ise with it in the definite mess the officials
have made in this respect. If our railway
system is to he made effective, an enormous
amount of mioney must be spent in ordor
that it may h e placed inl the position of bein-z
able to meet the competition experience.!
from modern means of transport. We now
have two trips a day between Perth an.I
Kalgoorlie by air and we have air, tran.po:,
to all parts of the Goldfleds, to Albainy awl
to Esperanee. The effect of this is that tli:
hi-c-lass pass4enger traffic anti high-grad'o
goods traffle are last to the railways. Form-
erly people woe content to pay 15s. for mi
slee-er anid £4 odd far the first-class farte
to Kalgoorlie, but now they Will not P11 '
that and pr-efeIr to travel by air. Very soonl
all the railways will carry will be the heavy
materials, superphosphate and so on, noiu,'
of which provides any greet revenue to the,
State. Mo,4 decidedly we shall have to speill
very munch more onl the railways. than the
Treasurer can p)ossibly afford. If we spent
the whole of the estimated excpenditure fni'
the year, some £14,000,000, on the railway,;
alone, we would not even then have an "C-
fectire system. The future for the rail-
ways is hlue. and we want some new blood
ill their administration.

Tin' Premier: We are spending some
£5,000,000 during toe nest few years.

.Nrl. ThRAT: That is quite so, and thme
Pirmier will find that it will be used so
rapidly and there will be so little return to
be seen for it that hie will be astonished at
his inability to see where the money has
gone. There is so much to be done that it
seemas hopeless. I travel a lot in the back
country by r-ail. I do not travel by motor-
car, for two reasons-I have not the tyres
nor the mioney' with -which to buy petrol.
which is very expensive in the backhlocks;.
In the circumstances, I patronise the rail-
ways, and 1 know What goes on. If ont,
trhavels through to Wonganl Hills, for in-
stance. almost invariably the train is held
im beranv:P of a hot-box. That applies par-
ticularly during the suimmvr months. When
tha hanprons. generally one of the train
crewv goes along anti puts a bit of oiled
cloth on the hot-box and pours some oil
over it and waits to see what happens when
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it tools down. If one were to ask the rail-
wayrnan why ball-bearings were not used, he
would probably get the reply, "That is not
done in the railways. That is not in ac-
cordance with tradition." That seems to be
the general idea. There must be no im-
provements in the railway systen1 .

The "Minister for Lands: You want two
red flags there!

Mr. TRIAT: There are many red flagis
associated with the railways. It would be
unhecard of to use a modern type of bear-
ing in our railway carriages. When there
is a broken axle, they put back the ordinary
type of bearingr, which runs hot consistently.
There is no intention an the part of the
department to put in any modern bearings.
I believe that some of the modern types of
carriages ('an be rolled along by one. man, so
ra4ily do they run. 'With one of our trucks,
a man needs a heavy crowbar to edge the
vehicle along the rails. However, I do not
think I need say any more about the rail-
ways; everyone is of the samne opinion.

-,%r. Cross: Except the officials of the
Railway Department.

Mr. TRIAT: That may be so. I wish to
support the remarks of the Lemtder of the
Opposition with regard to the goldmining
industry. I was rather surprised to note
that he was so well informed. I have in mind
particularly his statement that the class of
ore being treated had to be increased in
value. When some member asked why that2
was so, the Leader of the Opposition re-
plied that it was on account of costs. That
is quite true. The grade of ore treated on
the Golden Mile has been increased in value
because in these days the mines cannot af-
ford to treat the lower-grade ore as before.
The main reason for thaj' is the rising coath
for everything associated with the opera-
tions, including materials, replacements,
chemicals and firewood.

Mr. Leahy: What about the increase in
the price of gold?

The Minister for Lands! The average for
last year throughout the State was 5.8 dwt.
of ore treated.

Mr. TRIAT: No.
The Minister for Lands: That was the

lowest average for Western Australia.

Mr. TRIAT: This year's figures will be
much higher. The increase in costs is ob-

vious. It is only necessary to move amongst
mining people to find out that that is the
position. All costs have increased.

The Minister for Lands: I do not say they
have not increased.

-Mr. TRIAT: The mines have been forced
to use a higher grade of ore in order to
counter the increased costs. Today I think
the price of gold is £10 15s. 3d. per fine
ounce, which means an increase of 3s. On
the other hand, some of the requirements for
mining operations have increased in cost by
200 per cent. If anyone desired to buy a
machine to work a mine, hie would have to
pay twice as much for it as he did before
the war. That applies to steel and chemicals
as well. The price of cyanide has gone up
enormously. The position is the same re-
garding mining timber, firewood and fuel
oils;, in fact, the price of fuel oil has
doubled. All this tends to increase the cost
of production of gold to ail enormous ex-
tent.

The only means by which the position can
be met is to have greater production with
reduced overhead charges. Prospectors will
tell anybody inquiring about the subject that
unless the show being worked has values,
there is no possibility of success. They ask
what the Government is going to do with
regard to the provision of better facilities
for dealing with their ore. I travelled with
the Minister for Mines shortly after he join-
ed the Government, and we proceeded
through his electorate and part of mine.
During the tour, the Minister made various
statements that were pleasant to hear. He
promised that better treatment methods
would be installed and that a more refractory
type of ore would he dealt with. He said
that every assistance would be rendered to
prospectors and I understand that they are
now receiving 30s. as against, I think, 25s.
formerly.

Mr. Kelly: Only half what the work is
worth.

Mr. ThRIAY: That was 12 months ago,
yet nothing has been done. The unfortunate
part of it is that we do not know whether
anything is to he done at all. That is what
hurts. If our asks departmental officials
when this or that is to be done, the answer
generally is, "We do not know. There are
so many things combining to make the posi-
tion very difficult for the department and
preventing it from determining just what
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can be done." In the meantime, the methods have usurped the position the English batik
adapted for the treatment of ore today on
behalf of the prospectors are just the same
as they wore 40 years ago. No improvement
wvhatever has taken place. The ore is crush-
ed by gravit,, stamps and put through a 900-
mesh screen, from which it passes over the
plnt-es and the tailings go into the sands, and
in respect of that they are allowed 1.18
grains. That is ridiculous in the light of
modern mining practice. I have been talking
about free milling ore-not refractory ore.

In the treatment of refractory ore the
position is equally unsatisfactory, wvith the
percentage going into the residues. We can-
not afford to go on extracting tinder the old
antiquated system. Improved methods are
most decidedly necessary. We must cut away
from the old-fashioned ideas. Some mem-
bers may think that 1 dwt. 18 grains does
not sound a lot but under the State battery
system only 75 Per cent, of the ore is paid
for. That is to say, if a parcel of 100 tons
is put through only 75 per cent, is returned
as tailings. The other 25 per cent, goes in
moisture or slines or something else. Theme
is never a test to ascertain the quantity of
moisture in the ore, It is all a matter of
guesswork. But the batteries charge for
everything. They do not chop off 25 per
cent, of the crushing charges to allow for
moisture, hut charge the lot. The same old
crushing methods are still in use. That is
the position, and I say we must do something
in the production of gold to give the pros-
peelors cheaper methods. The mining com-
panies can look after themselves. They have
reasonable sums of money and extremely
capable men to attend to their interests, but
the prospector has to depend upon the Gov-
ernment. True, the Government also has
extremely competent men, but they have
antiquated State batteries to treat the pros-
specers' ore. When the Minister's new
ideas are put into operation-I say "wvhen"
-we shall probably get an improvement,
but what I want to know is when will that
happen?

For years past there has heen a saying,
"As safe as the Bank of England." In fact,
I might say that that has been a popular re-
mark for centuries. It is something of wvhich
we. were very proud. But as a result of the
war, that old tradition seems to have gone
by the board. The Bank of England is not
9f great consequence in international credit
strairs today. The almighty dollar seem% to

note once held, and despite the great pros-
perity enjoyed by Great Britain in days
gone by, she is now a debtor nation and has
to seek credit from America. We in Austra-
lia cannot ignore the fact that there is onec
thing America will take in any quantity
fromt us, and fhat is gold. Gold represents
the only means we have of meeting the dol-
lar exchange. America does not want our
beef, our wheat or our butter.

Hon. N. Keenan; But she is taking- some
of our- wool.

Mr. TIIIAT: Yes, but America will take
our wool at a different parity, whereas she
will take our gold at world parity of 35
dollars an ounce. Western Australia has
loans from America exceeding £2,000,000
and carrying 5 per cent, interest, and with
our gold we can meet our commitments to
America. Instead of having to pay the 27
per cent, exchange, wve could pay with dol-
lar parity in gold, and there are millons ot'
ounces of gold in this State awaiting ex-
ploitation. But Ave shall never be able to
exploit it if we continue with the antiquated
methods being employed today. We have to
wake up. The gold is there. Why not get
it out? It is valuable today, and probably'
will be even more valuable in the near
future. We must get it out, and the only:
way is to get busy and provide better facili-
ties for the people in the back country. Let
us give them boring plants. Let us tell thenm
that we will supply boring plants. Let us
say that on the 20th December, 1946, or
some other day, so many boring plants will
be available to them. Select a date when
these needs can he provided and keep to the
date.

According to the Estimates the Govern-
ment is going to spend £58,000 this year on
State Batteries. But how? There is not a
new battery or even a new method to be in-
stalled. I grant that the amount is shown
on the Estimates, but where is it going to
be spent? If I ask the department, the oh-
ceils do not know, anid the financial year is
moving on its way. Let us make a decision
that on a certain day certain things will be
done. People hate receiving promises coin-
tinually unless some of them are fulfilled. I
admit that the Government is paying the
prospectors a little more money than befor-e,
but that is not enough.
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I met a man who is keenly interested in
the minerals of Australia; he is an English
buyer of minerals. He is anxious to bay
same Of tile minerals we have in plenty and
do so little with. One of them is lead. He
is prepared to enter into a 12-months' con-
tract. But no work is being done to pro-
duce lead. The Government is offering no
inducement to nien to get lead. This man is
anxious to bay other minerals and is pre-
pared to Pay a fairly big price for them,
but they are not being worked. There is
quite a lot of lead in Western Australia,
especially in the Northampton district, and
also in the North-West. 'These deposits
could be exploited, but very little has been
done.

I do not wish to delay the Committee un-
duly. My remarks may seem to have been
critical. Let me any that I appreciate
everything the Government has done with
the limited amount Of money at its disposal,
but I do dislike not knowing when things
are going to be done. The Leader of thep
Opposition said there seemed to be some
knowledge that something would be done at
some time, but asked when would it be done.
Unfortunately, up to the present, lie has imot
Jbeen able to find out. The Mines Depart-
ment is one of the most efficient in the
State. Surely the officials of that depart-
ment could contact those of the State
Engineering Works, order the requisite ma-
chinery, and arrange to have it built by b:
certain (late! Could not we get this done?

The Minister for Mines: Try it and see!

.Mr. TRIAT: If the State Engineering
Works cannot do it, go outside Govern-
tnent instrumentalities and get these wants
supplied by private firms!

The Minister for Mines: We could not
get wheels or skips for Collie coal.

Mr. TRIAT: I am sorry to hear that.
It shows the position we e&rc in. We are
absolutely fitchered, which is quite a decent
and expressive term. We seem to have
reached a dead end, and I am afraid I
cannot see much hope of getting ant of it.
We must do something if wve are going to
mnake progress. If we are going to get popuz-
lation for this State, we inns6 open uip places
for the newcomers.

I .syatliSe with the Treasurer. He
has not much money to spend but lie is
doing a good job, and members sitting be-

hind him are assisting him. Probably the
departmental officers are busy helping him.
However, when a man gets into a good job
carrying a goad salary and feels secure
in his position, he can always throw a letter
into the correspondence basket and let it
wait till tomorrow or the next day. If that
man is in a Government job, he is not likely
to get the sack because, if he did, there
would he at row. If the same man were
working for &. private firm and did not get
the job done, he would get the sack and
there would be no redress for him. Out
lie would go! Let us hasten to get on with
these jobs. I wish the Treasurer all the
luck for the coming year, and can only hope
that when I speak on the Estimates next
year, I shall be able to say that some things
ht any' rate have been done, that the State
batteries have been renovated and are mare
efficient, and that we are putting increased
quantities of gold on the market to meet
the Yankee dollar.

MR. CROSS (Canning) [10.81: This Bud-
get, while not spectacular, is interesting. I
think it is one of the best Budgets that has
been introduced since I have been a member
of the Chamber. To my mind, it shows
that balanced consideration has been given
to the various industries of the State. We
all know just how circumscribed the Trea-
surer is in the matter of providing funds
owing to the present system of taxation.
The States have to find the money for all
the non-paying social services and the Com-
monweaitbhabs acquired practically every
avenue of taxation. The general debate on
the Estimates has been interesting. - The
member for West Perth struck a very pessi-
mistic note when reviewing the position in
the Pacific. The hon. member seemed to be
afraid of what was likely to happen in 20
years' time. I venture to say that neither
the member for West Perth nor any other
member can foretell what may or may not
happen in the next 20 years, because the
usual thing will happen-the unexpected,
which always happens.

The only cure which the member for West
Perth could suggest was mass immigration.
What for?7 Possibly he had been thinking
and realised that during the war period,
with Labour Governments in control, the
workers had maintained their wages and
conditions, as all the industrial awards had
been honoured by the various Governments.
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The member for West Perth wants mass jut- lard and bacon from Denmark alone eact
migration so that we can flood the labour
market with workers. I remember some re-
marks I made three years ago. I said then
that no country which bad developed its
industrial capacity so quickly as Australia
had could slow down to normal peacetime
capacity without a certain amount of dis-
location. That is so. That is why we have
shortages of goods. It took three years to
gear for war and it will take three years
to gear for peace. I then emphasised the
need for early planning in order to meet the
,ituation which was likely to arise owing to
on early drift to the city. As a matter of
fact it is that drift which is making the
housing problem so acute in the city Alen
who worked in the timber mills, on the mines
in Kalgoorlie andd on farms are today look-
ing, for jobs in the city.

in the last few months I have interviewed
at least 50 ex-Service men wanting Jobs.
One desired to he a tallyman in the State
Sawmills, which employ only three tallymen.
Another was, before the war, a saw filer at
the big mill at Manjimup; he does not want
to return there, he wants a job in the city.
Yet that is one of the best paid jobs in
the country. I think there are not more
than four saw filers in Perth. I do not
think the member for West Perth has pro-
vided a solution of the problem, at least no
solution that will make Western Australia
more secure, although I agree with him
that Australia must increase its population.
If that is not done, sooner or later the teem-
ing millions in the Pacific will put their
heads together as they become more civilised,
and they will not make the mistake the
Japanese made.

Our very existence depends upon an in-
crease in our population. But we want some-
thing more than a bald scheme to bring
thousands of immigrants here and let them
loose with no preparation whatever. Some-
thing else must be done. In my opinion, the
correct method is to attract immigrants, and
to do that we must rapidly expand our in-
dustries. No-one can say that we have not
got resources. We have. First, there should
be full inquiries into our primary industries
in order to ascertain which are the most
payable and what opportunities exist in out-
side markets. I recollect seven years ago
making a speech, I think, on the Estimates.
I pointed out then that Great Britain was
importing nearly 200,000 tons of pigmeats,

year. We were offered a price by Greal
Britain and I suggested that we should
establish a pig-breeding industry. Aftei
making that speech, a Canadian hob mer-
chant came to this State. He sat in this
building and told me and other members
how he had made a million out of pigs and
ho'v, when war broke out, be was able to
dispatch immediately to Great Britain
30,000 tons of bacon. He started from
scratch in Canada.

The point is that Great Britain cannot
get one-tenth of her requirements in bacon,
pigmeats and lard from Denmark and Hol-
land. What is being done about it? We
ought to find work here for at least a couple
of thousand people !producing pigmneats
with a view to collaring the British mar-
ket. That is only one thing we can do.
Great Britain still gets butter from Den-
mark and the Argentine, but not sufficient
for her requirements. We ought to make
a special effort in that direction. True, our
exports have increased, but the increase is
not nearly great enough. We have
thousands of acres available in the South-
West. T know of areas available at Bruns-
wick Junction that could be utilised. The
district should carry two or three times the
population it is carrying at present.

The Minister for Lands: I will take you
to have a look at that land.

Air Withers: The South-West can carry
ten times its present population.

Mr. CROSS: I agree. I believe the
member for Bunhury is right. We should
have a population of 1,000,000 in the South-
WVest. Our poultry industry has extended
to some extent. Before the war we ex-
ported quite a quantity of eggs in shell.
During the war the British Government
asked us to erect an egg-drying plant. We
did so on the condition that we sold halt
the eggpowder which we produced to Great
Britain. That was done. But we should
make a bigger effort. We should be able to
export ten times the quantity of eggs in
shell and eggpowder that we export
now. We ought to get a share in
that market. Before the war Great Bri-
tain got thousands of tons of egg-pulp from
China. Where is there a country in the
world except Western Australia that can
grow the variety of grapes we grow? We
have ample scope to build up a huge wine-
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making industry in order to capture some
of the British market and take it away from
the Spaniards.

I will say, in passing, that Western Aus-
tralian wines are put on the market too
soon. They are immature. We should de-
vise some scheme whereby the makers of
wine can mature their wines for a few years,
instead of putting them on the market
when only 12 months old. I do not be-
lieve that wines can be matured in 12
months by chemical means, as it is pre-
tended they can be. Some fund could be
established so that these people could store
their wines for a sufficient period. There is
a big market in Great Britain for wines
and we should do something to capture it.

The Minister for Justice: We will have
Lo, build the ships to carry them.

Mr. CROSS: We will. We have vast
mineral resources in this State. This is not
the first time I have dealt with this subject.
Indeed, it would prohably do good if 1 re-
peated one or two of my previous speeches.
it is only three or four years ago since I
started talking about Koolan Island and
the value of the iron there and the ad-
vantages we had in the possession of that
ore. Now what do we find? We find that
the B.R.P. is shipping iron-ore from Cocka-
too Island around the north of Australia
andi smelting it in the Eastern States. 'The
company is taking away our birthright and
we are getting mighty few benefits. It pro-
poses to spend millions of pounds to take
our ore for the benefit of the Eastern States.
In addition, the only decent manganese de-
posit is held by the B-H.P., and the only
magnesite deposit is held by the same come-
pany which does not use that in this State
but in the East.

At Yainpi Sound we have the -world's
richest iron deposit. I moved for a Royal
Commission on this matter two years ago.
My motion wvas carried hy a big majority,
but nothing was done about it. I do not
think it is too late now, because Great
Britain is still importing all its iron-ore.
I think that if arrangements had been
made with that country-and they could
still be made-to exploit our iron-ore, we
could smelt some of the iron in this State
and make steel here to supply to the south-
ern hemisphere as well as the B.HIP, can
in the Eastern States. If we do not do
that, the B.H.P. will take it from Koolan

Island in Western Australia and smelt it in
the Eastern States. Heavy industry is the
very basis of prosperity in any country.
I repeat what I have said before: That we
have every basic mineral necessary to make
the finest steels in the world. During the
war and today, the B.H.P. with inferior
iron to smelt has been able to send pig-
iron to America and sell it for three dollars
a ton cheaper than it can be produced, in
the U.S.A.

Our deposits are the richest in the world
and if the work were carried out properly
on a decent scale in this country, we could
probably undersell the U.S.A. by five dol-
lars a ton in America; and we should be
able to employ from 20,000 to 30,000 men
in heavy industry in this State. I remind
members again that we have every mineral
that is required-manganese, magnesite,
yttrium, and beryllium-and we never ex-
ploit them at all. Nothing has been done.

Mr. Seward: It is time we put the Gov-
erment out.

Mr. CROSS: Every Government has been
the same. The only remarks I have heard
from the Opposition, and particularly from
members of the Country and Democratic
League, have had to do with the require-
ments of farmers. Rarely are members
opposite interested in anything else. When
anybody is talking about something else,
they are not in their seats.

Mr. Leslie: You have just been telling us
how important primary production is to this
State.

The Minister for Works: You have roped
in the member for Mt. Marshall.

Mr. CROSS: We have any amount of
mineral deposits hardly tapped. The im-
portant thing about the establishment of
heavy industries is that the moment they are
started a crop of secondary industries
springs up. A few minutes ago the Minister
for Railways said he could not even get
wheel- tor trucks. We have the iron and
everything that is needed to make them, but
we do not manufacture them here. We rely
on obtaining them from Great Britain,
America or the East. Throughout the war,
one could not buy a pot or pan, or a knife
and a man had a job getting a razor blade.
We should make the lot here. Some day
there will be a bold policy and we will pro-
duce such things here; and when we do, we
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shalt attract population. If we did that and
established heavy industries that would
create a bigger market for primary pro-
ducers as wvell, because there would he a
bigger population here to consume the
goods.

If we had twice as many people in the
State, the railways would not be run at such
a loss. The member for Mt. Magnet men-
tioned that the train that went up his way
did not pay. It does Dot pay because there
tire not enough people to travel on it. The
point is that it would cost no more to take
100 people thant to carry ten. Besides the
minerals I have mentioned, we have many
others. We have tantalite, that magic metal,
which is one of the most remarkable in the
world. It has a melting point of over 5,000
degrees Fahrenheit. It is inert to trouble-
some acids such as nitric acid and hydro-
chloric acid and it is ideal for chemical in-
dustries. In the Chittering Valley we have
kyanite deposits that have never been ex-
ploited. We have dolorite clays with 11 pet
cent, quality around the Darling Ranges, and
granitic clay of 90 per cent, quality; and in)
this State we should be making the best
china in the world. During the war we could
not buy a cup, and now we are importing
crockery from Great Britain and paying
from £10 to £12 for a small tea service.

One day we shall establish decent in-
dustries, anti then wve will have more people.
At present if one wants to buy a tin of flat
white paint, he is not in the race. There is
hardly any paint to he had. Yet we have all
the ingredients except linseed; and we could
grow that if we tried. We have plenty of
ilmenite to make white paint and we have
all the pigments necessary to manufacture
other paints. We have red oxide, red ochre,
yellow ochre and sienna; yet we make very
little paint. Nearly all of the ingredients
are imported. We buy minerals from out-
side the State. If these things were mined
here we would be able to employ more men.
I will give an instance of how we neglect
our minerals. For two years during the war
it was most difficult to buy an abrasive in
Perth; yet 12 miles from Perth there is
plenty of diatomite from which Bon Ami i's
made. We have one of the biggest deposits
in the world. That is easily calcined, and
after the process it is snow-white and the
best abrasive that can be found anywhere.
We have enough to supply the British Em-

pire for years bitt nothing has ever been
done.

The Minister for Works: Why not put
some of your wealth into exploiting it?

Mr. CROSS: I will probably put all I
can into it; and I hope I would not be so
long, after doing that, in producing some-

thin as he inister has been in making
pig-iron at Wundowie.

The Minister for Works: You beaut!

Mr. CROSS: The way to get population
here is to attract immigrants. There should
be a hold policy adopted in the use of our
natural resources. We should examine the
position so as to get bold of the most pay-
able things in the primary production line.
We should do everything we can to secure
a solid export market and so get more people
into industry. We should explore all our
mineral deposits and do everything possible
in the way of utilising them with a view
to building up our trade in those things and
employing as many people as we can. If
we worked our galena and bauxite deposits
and made iron, steel and aluminium, we
would have rolling mills established here. I
am glad to see that the Government has de-
cided, as I suggested three or four years ago,
to build a power-house at South Fremantle.
It would be a good idea to get busy and
order the plant for a big power-house at
Bunbury.

Mr. Withers: I am a bit with you.

Mr. CROSS: We should be smelting Koe-
Ian Island iron ore at either South Fre-
mantle or Bunbury. Power-houses must be
established where there is plenty of water,
because they need millions of gallons a day.
We have everything here, including coal,
necessary to do the smelting successfully.
I would like the Minister to tell us just
what has happened in regard to the experi-
ments to make gas and coke with Collie
coal. I recollect that a week or so ago somie
Collie coal was coked in a little box here.
We should be told if it can be done com-
mnercially, and if it can we should not import
coal from the Eastern States to make coke.
We have more coal in this State than comes
from New South Wales.

Mr. Metarty: Yet we cannot meet the
demand for it.

Mr. CROSS: Then we should open up
other mines. If the companies cannot do
that, the Government should. The only way
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;o get population is by a bold policy of open-
ing up industries. When we have doubled
)ur population, our Treasurer will be able

:o reduce his taxation.
The Minister for Lands:, He has not got

mny.

Mr. CROSS: Most of our large debts are
3tationary, and if we had twice the popula-
tion the total debt would be spread over
double the number and so would be halved
for the individual, If we doubled our popu-
lation in ten years, we would not only be
more secure but that would enable the Gov-
ernment to reduce taxation. The right way
to attract immigrants is to open up indus-
try. When people read in'the Press that
we want a couple of thousand men in an
industry and that there is plenty of work
and good wages, they will not remain in
Great Britain and other European countries,
but will come here, like others have done:
before them. I hope that my remarks will
be taken notice of by some people who have,
up to the present, ignored them.

Progress reported.

ADJOUIRqXENT-SPEOIAL

THE PREMIUER (Hon. F. J. S. Wise-
Gascoyne) : I move--

That the Rouse at its rising adjourn till
Tuesday, the Jst October.

Question put and passed.

House adjourned at 10.36 p.m.

lXiesisfatibe QtounmciL
Tuesday, 1st October, 1916.
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The PRESIDENT took the Chair at 4.30
p.m., and read prayers.

QUESTION.

ELECTRICITY SUPPLY.

As to Choice of Station Site at South
Fremantle.

Hon. A. THOMSON asked the Chief
Secretary:

1, Who was the responsible officer upon
whose opinion the Willcoek Government de-
cided to erect an clectricity power station at
South Fremantlo, which necessitates the
constant haulage of Collie coal to produce
the current for all time?

2, In view of the Electricity Commission's
decision to produce current at Collie and
distribute it throughout the lower portion
of the State at much greater distances than
South Fremantle is from Collie, has the
Government consulted the recently-appoint-
ed Electricity Commission as to the prac-
ticability of transferring the South Fre-
mantle plant to Collie, thereby creating a
central power station at the source of the
fuel, and supplying country and metropoli-
tan consumers on lines similar to those
adopted in Victoria and other countries?

The CHIEF SECRETARY replied:
1, The Electricity Advisory Committee,

comprising Messrs. W. H. Taylor, P. C.
Edmondson and R. J. Dunmas (Chairman),
unanimously recommended South Fremantle.

2, The Government has consulted the Com-
mission regarding this suggestion, but con-
siders it to be impracticable. Power will be
generated at Collie in connection with the
South-West Power Scheme to the limit of
the water available at Collie for use in the
condensers.

LEAVE Or ABSENCE.
On motion by Hon. J, A. Diuimitt, leave

of absence for six consecutive sittings
granted to Hon. L. B. Dolton (MoItropoli-
tan) on the ground of ill-health.

BILLr-BUSINESS NAMES ACT
AMENDMENT.

Read a third time and passed.

BILL-NURSES REGISTRATION ACT
AMENDMENT.

Second Reading.

THE HONORARY MINISTER (Hon.
E. H, Gray-West) (4,3S] in moving the
second reading- said: This Bill, if par3ed
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